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A comoosition cempneed by Prslesser Pau! Shatuin of Murree
• State Colleee ha been eeleeted te
renreeent the Southern DOlelon of
the College Band 'Direc,or's Nettonal Association. It win be performed at the a.ssoclition'e nattene,
conference in Tempe. Arizona on
December 18, 1964. During the amfarence. Shah in will be awarded
an honciairy niembsrship in Kiippi
Kappa Psi Inatemel honor
lege band fraternityl by the organizationa Grand President
*
'The Fountain Head", a tone
poem, is the title of Shahan's composition This work for symphonic
band was compoeed for and dedicated to the Centennial Cetsbnition
of the state of West Virginia. The
work had its premiere performance
in Charleston, West Virginia during
the 1963 Southern Munk Educators
Convention.
A music critic, in reaction to the
The
•
premiere
perfonnutrice of
Fountain Head", wrote: 'The composer has been remarkably successful in capturing the grandure of
this mountainous state, The work
abounds, with vivid homage contrasts and truly manifests the dramatic and spirited style which dharacterizes modern American music"
Shahan was described as "an important young American composer
who contumaily proves himself to
be a skilled musical craftsman of
le
the first order"
Shatuus director of bands at Murray State since 1967, has served for
four years as AAUP chairman of the
Kentucky Co/lege Band Directors,
He is a gre.duate of Fairmont State
College. West Virginia Universally,
and Peabody Collage He is a candy:late for the Doctor of Mualleal
Arts degree at the leastenati School
of MUI1C.
Profaner Shehan has studied
oompruition and orchestration with
Roy Harris, Kerg Kerman Berriard
Rogers and Howard Hanson Since
commit to Murray Shahan has been
active in the southeastern sates as
an adiudicamr, gut* conductor and
clinician Several of be compositions have been published and recorded
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In Our 85th Year

Shahan Work is Selected By
Association At Conference
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Paul Shahan

Final Rites For
John Wells Today

Ocieraf: Tomorrow
'VT Re Free And
Onen To The Public

Commissioning
Of Pastor To
Be On Sunday

'Garden Department Members
Enjoy Program On Thursday
Gene Dixon floret and lecturer
created
Ky
Porvidence
from
Christmas magic for markers of
the Murray Woman's Club Garden
• Department and their guests in a
special program Thursday afternoon at the chitatou.se
Using household train plus a few
glietenng items from a fkriets colleceson Mr Dixon derreonatrated
how to make -Something from Nothing - Greens, pane cones and gold
velvet ribbon trannfomaxi a straw
wreath into a lovely door arrangement A simple rotten met was
sprayed white covered with greens
and decorated with red •garburet
for another door arrangement
Mr Dixon emphaaised the importance of filling the house with
Christmas to delight family and

Burley Brings
Lower Price
Sy United Press International
Kent itc.ky's
average supped to 962 30 per 100 prim& Thursday
only nine cents under the
prereding day's average
Tw en t v -eight date markets sent
21 3 million
pounce "over the
breaks." which returned $13
million to state growers
The das's high average of $64 48
WI.'. set at Greensburg, while ton(loom reported $6319 and GlasCOW had 16366 per hundredweight
Heridenion had the day* low
average of $54 32 for 41.666 pounds
!old Twenty-three of the 26 markets selling Thursday averaged
above 1180
The Federal-State Market News
Service said grade averages were
tin moans/ unchanged or higher Thursday as demand increased
Approximately half of the grades
were up il to $2 per 100 pounds.
nioatly for leaf and tip offerings
The Burley Tobacco Growers cooperative Association received 189
per cent of Wedneaday* gross sales
wader the federal government* price
support boa* pregrasi

It
'a -•••. a-

Br.J. B.Dover Is Presented
Plfrue As Outstanding Citizen

'rime-sew night at 8:00 p.m. in
the Murray State Auttorium the
Dr. J. B. Dover, Hazel ChiropractF ae Arts Dept'rtment of the college rresents two short contergpor- or. was resat/Wised as the canunuaity's outstanding citizen and pre:try operas.
One onerc is a drama of tire in
"resent
rut--! Ameriea by Carve F.-yd calel "Slow Dusk". This
re--a ii we'! !as the seconi. la
sting in Engash.
The .eccod opera is a char-aline
...Adele canned -The Teasphine'
at Gan Cr rlo Meaatti who wrote
'tenth' rnd the Nerht Visq as"
:mania opera s
y 'Tang
mina dream of marnase under,r ned by a telephone.'whaled al the cast of the operas
MI be Aim, Alleock of Princetan.
Kentucky: Gruver Eaber of Lima
Ohio, Jane Bledsoe, Dyersburg,
Tenneasee. Sam Coryell, Paducah,
Kentucky:
Anna
Brown
Long.
Oa enabona Kentucky. and tarry
Walker from Clinton, Kentucky
The direction of the operas is in
Dr. J. B. Dover
the hands of Professor Carl Rogers
of the Fine Arts Department at
Murray State College Accompanying the two operas will be Donna
Aldercbce of Marion. Kentucky. and
Carol Wolfe of Kevil. Kentucky,

Final Memo for Jchn Wells. age
70, were held today at 1 .30 pm at
the J K Churchill Funeral Rome
chapel with Ekier Arlie Larmier officiattng
The deceased was a member of
the Lone Oak Primitive Baptist
Church He died Wednesday at 4 30
pin at the Westview Nursing Home
after an extended iliness
Survivors include four daughters,
Mrs Richard Newport of Memphis.
Tian_ Mrs Purciorn Parks of LouRey Stephen 0 Memoir Jr forWage, Mrs Charles Lamb of Murray, and Mrs Victor Seaford of merly exam' of Calvary Lutheran
Ilinton, eater Mrs Rorie Vance of Church Baltimore, elaryland, has
Murray Route Three. brother. Billy accepted the call to become the
first full time randent pastor for
Wits of Murray Route Three; set
the Luther-an Church in Monte
g011ieddlildgetee MM., Tom aisrlev.
Mrs Sandra Turtles:ea Jimmy New- rue new essetor ibd his falai, arport. Tonuny Vickie. and Stese Sea- rived in Murray lest week They
ford two great gnunkstuktren, Su- will be living on Kirkwood Drive
in Plainview Acres The Mamits
iten Shirley and Beane Turnbcre
Cheryl 5:
Pallbearers were Otis Falwell Ted have three children
Ray B Fulwee, Tom Wells Keys, Elisabetta 4. and Anne 2
The
new
pastor
received his pro•ixt Bel Crouse
Interment was in the Ivy Ceme- fessional training at Concordia
teri watt the arrangements by the Junior College Fort Wayne Malaria
and Concordia Theological SeminJ H Churchill Funeral Home
ary, St Louie. Missouri where he
graduated in June 1956 He has
had experience as an Instructor,
having taught both Relation and .
History He has done poet graduate
work at Washington University. St
Loon. %Duquette Univenoti. Milwaukee Wisconsin . and Chicago
Lutheran
Theological Seminary.
In September
friends, with arrangements using Maywood.
old Chnertmas cards, red velvet 01 1961 he accepted the call to bedoor bows. Mating belle made a ith come pastor of Calvary Lutheran
permanent holly and 'Inc angels, Church in Baltimore
The new pastor will be commis(Continued on Page 6/
sioned for hie duties in a special
service this Sunday afternoon. December 6 at 3 30 The special service will take place in the Robertson Elementary School on Williems
St in Murray This special service
will be under the direction of Rev
Fred Volgtmann, area minesoriary
for the Lutheran 'Church Pastors
be MOM Pass bassissiemi
from Lutheran congregations in Pa=MN.
ducah, Clarksville, Hosakinsville.
Bowling Green and Jacknon. TenWestern Kentucky
Cloudy with nessee have also been invited to
occamional rain today diminishing take part Rev Paul Spitz, director
and becoming mixed with some light of
Missions for the Lutheran
snow or freezing ruin this afternoon
Churth who is from St LOWS win
and tonight High today in upper
also be here
30e Low tonight 28 to 33 Saturday
A cordial invitation is extended
considerable coludiona and cold.
to all to attend this merlin scalar
A fellowship hour win follow the
7 a 111 31.
Kentucky Lake
service Groundwork for the eetabdown 04. below dram 305 9 op 04, liatunent of a Lutheran nuruara ii
seven gates open
Murray Was done bs. Rev Fred
Barkley Dam headaater 331 1, up Voigtmann A new chapel and a
change
isa
07: tailwater 306,
fellowship hall for Lutheran stuSurirta• 6 . 45, min.set 4 40
dents on Murray State Campus is
Moon eels 507 pm
now being built. Completion is expected some time in January.
HI - LOW
NEW YORK tie - The lowest
temperature reported taus morning
to the US Weather Bureau. excluding Alaska and Hawaii. was 20
below zero at Minot and Grand
Fork.-.. ND The highest reported
Two cars were .nvolved in an acThursdey Was 90 at McAllen. Tex, cident Thursday at 3 15 pm at

minms

Weather

Accident Reported
Thursday Afternoon
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the Interseotion of Poplar and
South Eighth Streets. according to
Sgt. James Brown and ,Patrolman
Mortal Phillips of the Murray Police Department who Investigated
the accident
Police said Paul F Morgan, driving a 1964 (3hevrolet, Was going
south on South Rh Street and stopped for the stop sign at Poplar imd
theta pulled out in front of the
1964 Ford Panel truck, being driven
by Richard Keith Hiaston west on
Poplar
No inanies were reported, but
damage alas reported on hot it vehales
The Murray Police also gave four
citationa for speeding on Wednesday
and Thursday

Murray Population 10,100

honor at a meeting last night in
the Hazel School cafeteria.
Randall B Patters Jn, Assistant
Vice-President of the Dees Bank
c( 'Liza, was testa:led as Head
Consul of lace: Csmp 138 as inzam•
be.s of the Wocalmen of Ihe War It
'oral the r ism.lies enjeyee :ha .1.rne.. r'......
Dr.:aye: was ractin.zed far out
tan,: ;la :mane and anntrins 0.
ea I an Ti la ha aomman.ty rn
In his church. He has been actin
In chir h. sch_al and tins offala
lance rnavisat to Hazel in 1952 For
the past eight years he has sent :I
as a member of the Hazel City
council and currently heads the
water and sewer system The city
recently
Maugurated
has lust
through the aid of federal grants,
and many months of study and
pauming a modern sewer facility
Dr Dove:- is piesscient of the West
'Continued on Page 61
—

Mandl Vinson
Tells Rotary Of
New 'Cash Crop'

l
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Lorreetton
Is Made In
Mariner-4
•••••

PASADENA. Call tIPf — Maririer-4. the United States' space craft
designed to photograph earths inteigging netthbor Mars jumped the
gnr, today when scientists gave it
delicate midcourse maneuver commands
8cient rats termed the ant at pt to chenge Manners carve a
iws. but Aid ft was not serous
, The lipacernitrLc oquIlliehil lath 111
two-burn motor and in the failure
Randall Patterson
this morning the mator was not
ranted with a brains patina In his I used—therefore giving scientist two
more chances to make the delicate
correction designed to place Mar- ,ner close enough to Mars to take
photographs

Ap

"Nice Guy" Loses
Temper, Kills Six

Immediately after Martner, for
an unknown reason, disobeyed raDETROFf' VPS -- A "nice guy
. dio signal orders, scientists ordered
who flared with anger because his the spacecarn to again kick on
wife was leaving: him. Thursday the stun and the giant star Cankilled her, their four children, and oups The spacecraft's light senhis wite's girlfriend. then snuffed sitive "eye" made two false stops
out his own life with a bullet in In its search for Canopus, the largest star in the Southern Hemisthe head
James D Butusn 26-year-old phere
factory worker shot each of his
When Mariner WAS, launched last
victims, once in the head with a
Saturday it had difficulty in find22 caliber rifle bullet at the moding Canopus The spacecraft locked
nit two-story brick home the Buron four wrong stars before it fingans bought leas than six months
ally found the correct one
ago
Three, killed were Mrs Joyce
Experts had hoped to change
Mane Bertram. 23. her two children Mariner's course to bring it between
by a former marriage, Roger Hill 12.000 and 8,000 miles of Mars when
7, and Kathy Hill. 5, the couple's it flya by the red planet next July
two younger chlkiten, Linda. 2 and
Without the correction, MarinerRobert 7 months, and Mrs Billie
Gene Nolan, 22, a friend of Mrs 4 would approach Mars about next
July 14 at • distance of about 151.Burman
Mrs Burgan's sinter. Mrs Mary 000 melee- still • fantastic feat,
its
325-million-mile.
Judkins, 26, was the one who noti- considering
7h -munch-long journey through
fied police of the tragedy
She had received a telephone call space
from Bergen shortly before noon
Mariner-4, launched last SaturThursday in which he ton)/ her
day from Cape Kennedy. Fla has
"I've killed Joyce and the kids, Ind
held a :sizeable lead over Rusaua's
now I'm going to kill myself '' Then
Zonc1-2, launched two days later, behe hung up,
cause the Russian Mars race entry
Mrs Judkins telephoned police
was reported to have suffered a 50
immediately, but by the time ofper cent power loss early in flight
ficers arrived at the Human home,
Bingen was dead
Mrs Judkins said she was shocked nuir.b" by her brotheranaaw's
action "It was so out-of-character
for him." she said "He was a real
nice guy who never drank. in fact
he had no bad habits And he had
Frankfort - - Mrs. Connie Quinn,
tint.! director of the division of Clean-up
never done a bad thing
this"
and Beautification in the Kentucky
Department of Natural Resources.
has announced the appointment of
FISHING TIPS
a state-wide committee composed
of repreeetuatives in all of KenKentucky Lake — Crappie are tucky's 120 counties
Calloway Countians named are:
the best prospect in deep aster of
inlets and bays with minnows the Mrs. Betty 0. Vinson and Mrs. Kinmost productive bait Black bass ton Ilimach, both of Murray
Appointments were made jointare rated fair on medium to deep
running lures; along Melbw batiks ly by Governor Edward T Breathitt,
and over treetops. White baas are Ootrunesioner of Natural Resources
providing fair action on still fish- J. 0 Matlick. and Mrs Quinn.
-This committee Is made up of
ed minnows.
dedicated people froth every county In the state who are working to
clean-up and beautify their local
NOW VOU KNOW
areas as Well its the entire Commonwealth.'' Mrs Quinn mid
By United Press, International
-Every effort must be put forth
The Greek mathematician ETastosthenels 273 BC - 192 BC ails to rid our state of litter and to imthe first person to calculate the prove its appeanrce in every way.
citeunderence of the earth, arriving This is one of the first stew necesat a figure within 50 miles of its sary in our Industrial ex-pannon
true length, according to the Har- program and our tourist promotion
per Encyclop•die of Science.
Pnalgtanlin',
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Dr. James Sullivan
Will Preach Sunday
For Baptist Church
Dr James L Sivwn. executive
secretarv-treasunr of the Baptist
Sunday School Board. Nashville,
will preach Sunday at the 10 45
am and 7:30 pm services at the
First Baptist Church The pastor
Dr H C Ctules is ill at the Murray Hospital.
A native alawassippian Dr Sullivan is a graduate of Miseassippi
College, Clinton. and holds a master
of theology degree from Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary. Loumane He also received the honor-.
try doctor of divinity degree from
fsfasseasippi College
Before Dr Sullivan became executise secretary-treasurer of the
Sunday School Board in 1963. he
he'd pastorates in Kentucky. Mis%trews Tennessee and Tegais. He
has served as a trustee and member
of variou.s denominational boards,
!aid was prendem of the Tennessee
post Co/martian tor a terni
As executive aecrentry-treasairer,
Dr Sullivan is director of the Sunday Schou: Board, Southern Baptista' agency which is responsible
Ion the pubastuig and education
programs for the churches
Author of the book "Your Life
and Your Church.' which has a
dutributaon of a million copies, Dr.
Sullivan in, a contributor of numerous artacles to various periodicals.
He is also • frequent speaker at
Baptist assemblies and conventions.

ph

Murrayans Installed
In Pershing Rifles
Thirty-six men have been installed Into the Pershing Rifles, honorary military society of Murray
State College
The installation was held at
Kenlake State Park Nov 22
The new memben consiat of four
Juniors. three sophomores. anti 29
freshmen Those from Murray include Donald Harlacher. riopaomore. Donny Buchanan, fr
Harter Carrigan. freshman. W
McNames. freshman
('AR FIRE
The Murray Fire Department was
called to the intersection of South
12th and Sycanu re Streets Thursday at 12 30 pm
The booster was used to Pah-aguish the flames on the car belonging to Aaron Morns

"Ottatoer reeseatlea is a new cash
ap athi' h Kentucky farmers and
^oral rendeens can harvcse " Malan
J. Vinson. - ass.:s'ent cnmau•Sloner.
Ki.nliiit-sflaktrartmerw
esri.sulture, told members cf the Murray
Rotary Club yesterls_y noon. Hailing the tourist opportunities for
rural Kentucky arid related buttinesses in the western part of the
state, Vinson said "it is time for
a united effort to capitalize upon
the potential this section offers in
recreational enterprizes."
Vinson was introduced by E. B.
Howton, head of the Department of
Agriculture at Murray State College.
Emphasizing what outdoor recreaticnal developments could mean
to Kentucky. Vinson said that the
Department of Agriculture has completed a survey of present outdoor
recreational facilities, along with
the potential for future development He said the survey has shown

Pianist Will Present
Concert On Monday
Pianist Lanan Hollander will present a concert in the Murray State
College auditorium Dec 7 at 8 pm.
The c)ncert will be sponsored by
the Civa Music Association of Murray
Mr. Honander appears regriahirla
with mane major symphonic diehes.1
.as H was chosen a-sthe first
soloist to record with the Sastian
Symphony under conductor Erich
Lemodcrf
Deviant...MS heavy training achedole, Hollander is continuing his
studies at C. W Poet Coilege,
Brooksvaie. Lang Island

Exercise Fox Hunt
Is Now Underway
Exercise "Fox Hunt." involving
120 ainanced members of Murray
State College's ROTC depart anent,
is now unuerway and will continue
through tomorrow
Sesenty members of the Rangers
and filay members of the Pershing
Rings will maneuver in two areas
near Kentucky Lake,
Pershing Rifles, commanded by
Ted Duck, senior. Hanover, Pa.
will act as guerillas engaged in
raids and harrasaing patron behind
friendly ant's' in the Blood River
areast
The Rattlers will use countermanila aperanona to elimmate activity in alt area from Pottertown
east to H trim. north of Highway
444. and -oath of suor Creek This
unit, ( onitiaadeti by Tom Troutman. si !nor. Paducah, has prepared for the operation with training
in mop-re lama. patrolling. communication,. and rompasa-readinz
ft Ill units will be equipped with
M-1 nitre blank anununitiorus and
ii I hr'
ty food Yupply

that there are many farms in Kentneky which have a potential to develap fishing ponds, campsites, trailer parks, p.cnic areas, hiking trails
huahut preserves or farm vacations
which wried provide a new source
of income.
Pointing to Western Kentucky,
(Continued on Page 6/

Murrayans Are
Honored By
ROTC Unit
Three local men. Kelley Bennett
Robert Harry and Woody Herndon
Jr.. were among 21 senior ROTC
students awarded the Army's Distinguished Military Student award
at Murray State College recently
This award allows the student to
apply for a regular army commission.
The program provides officers for
certain broaches of the service
which have vacancies that are diffictia to fill.
The DMS and the distinguidsed
milbary graduate programs ate a
primary sourer of second-lieutenants for these branches, said Colonel
Lime E. Borgia protester of military science.
A student must be in the tippet
one-third of his amanita scletri
class, and in the upper une-half ot
his icademic class to receive the
award.
He must exhibit definite aptitude!
and interests in the ROTC program, possess outstanding quahtwo
of leadership awl high moral charaster.
Kelley Bennett is the son of Mrs
Helen Q. Bennett 1310 Olive Blvd.
Bob Harry is the son of C. E
Masora Harry. Formerly of Murray.
currently residing at 600 5t3i Sri-el.
Monita. West Pakistan
Woody Herndon is the son of
Mr and Mrs. Clarence W Hernalon
803 Meadow Lane

Rudolph Paschall
Undergoes Surgery
Rudolph Paechall of South 13th
Street was scheduled to undergo
major surgery this morning at the
Baptist Memorial Hospital, Metro
ph15. • Tenn
The Murray man had been an outpatient of the hospital for sometime He was a patient at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
two days before being transferrec
to the Memphis hospital on Monday
Mr and Mrs Paschall are the
parenis of three daughters. Mrs
Kenneth Hopkins Mrs Gene Out:and, and MIS% Oedia Paachall

Two Are Named To
Clean-up Committee

!

GETTING IN SHAPE FOR BIG PULL—With the Christmas season hard upon us, Santa
Claus Is paying extra attention to getting his reindeer In shape for the big pull the night
of Dec. 24. These are Lapland reindeer grazing at Santa's village near Dundee, Ill.
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SOMETHING OLD, SOMETHING
AUTO TOLL
pithy
NEW
At ages 20 to 24, motor vehicle
NEW YORK l'Pt - Motor vehicle mishaps account for 70 per cent
of the total and at none of the
accidents are the major source of other age
groupings under review
NEW YORK tith - (34am is the
accidental deat.h.s of men in the
does the proportion fall below 40 world's oldest manufactured subaorking
main
ages, according to the i per
the company'
s atatinti,
cent,
stance. The first glass containers
Metropotitan Life Insurance Corn- i dans say
were hand-molded around clay cores
---- • 15 centuries before the birth of
BIGGER, IF NOT BETTER
Ctutist. But even now, after the
passage of since( 3,500 years, glviss
WASHINGTON PH
A amble
remains a paradox
part of the human race seems to
be growing taller and broader. acThe Glass Container Manufactcording to the National Cleograurers Institute reports that today
ph.: The growth has been firs.
glass can be blown as thin as a
striking in the United States, pushsoap bubble or made strong enough
ing Americans up among the bigto stop bullets and build skyscrapgest people in the world
ers.
American men now average 5
feet. 10 inches - 2 inches more'
than in 1900 Women are taller, too.
averaging 5 feet. 5 inches Weights
also have gone tip, to an average of
ItZ pounds for men. 127 pounds for
women

4.

st Itaas

by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. Inc..
idation of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and The
erald. October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
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1. 10.41
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
e the night to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor.
sr
tic Voice items which, in our °pluton. are not for the best Interest of our readers.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
lkadyon Ave.. Memphis, Tenn.; Tune & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.;
Eateetienson Bldg. Detroit, Mich.
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LAWYER

-altered at the Pet Office, Murray. Kentucky, for transmission es
Second Class Matter.
KERPLOP!
itT/ESCRIPTION RATES: By Carr,er in Murray, per week 20e, Per
Cartooni.As c..lx many a Li ugh
Salleith 85c In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $4.50; elseout of the spectacle of a man slipWhere, $8.00.
ping on a banana peel But in real
`The OsMending Citric Amid of a Commisidly is tbs
Life, the victim seldom finds it funny In fact. so twiny lawsuits arise
Integrity of as Newspaper'
out of this kind of accident that
FRIDAY - DECEMBER 4, 1964

Quotes From The News

NEW YORK
- The nation's
roads and highways are going to
have to carry a staggering burden
of 122 million motor vehicles by
19'74. or half again as many as
today, a CIT Corporation official predicts.
In the Same decade. says Charles
S Jensen. president. whose firm
finances the purc.hase of mad building equipment, the number of keenslawyers =.1.1t about -slip and fall" ed drivers Is expected to Jump from
cases as a separte branch of the the present 93 7 minion to more
than 140 nsilbon.
Lae
1

TOKYO - Toru Ohara, member of the Japanese Socialist
party, objecting to the Japanese government awarding a citation to US. Gen. Curtis Leay, who, he said, helped plan the
A-bomb attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki:
*'I have no personal grudge against Gen. LeMay as a person. But I think it is ridiculous to award a medal on behalf
of the Japanese people."

DENVER - Sen. Thruatim B.-Worton, former Republican
national chairman, explaining why he will oppose the move
to oust GOP National Chairman Dean Burch:
Suppcee, while shopping in a CRACKDOWN ON LITTERBUGS
"In my opininon, this is no time for a bloodletting. Our
market. you unwittingly _step on a
blpod is too thin and there is too little of it . . this is no banana peel ior.rsome other
debris
NEW YORK 111 - Litter bugs
time to hunt for scapegoats or to start kicking people around." that doesn't belong on the fkori. in a growing number of Mates are
If you are injured. may you collect facing a new and persuasive pungovernmi
the
\
r
WASHINGGTON --- President Johnson describing
damagee from the market'
ishment
t:
Ordinarily von have a good chins.
Judges. losing patience with the
problem of keeping waste and inefficiency out of
:- -"Controlling waste is like bailing a boat-you have to provided you can stens fault on the purveyors of trash. are sentencing
part of the management As a cus- offenders to cleanup stints along
keep at it."
tomer, you are entitled to a rea- Mate highways in lieu of fines and
soriatah safe placer7to shop. The termA in the jail house, according
BOMBAY - Pope Paul VI speaking of taking his pilgrim- management has an affIraistive
'to Keep America Beautiful, the na.
age of peace and charity into Bombay's slums:
duty to keep the floor cleaff
tional organization dedectillal to
at
The
Pope
is
among
you.
stranger
* "We do -not feel a
However, the store does not guar- elimination of ettennat through
antee you perfect safety It is not public education Highway "clean.
how wherever the church is at home."
liable for the accident it could not tip sentences" have been levied by
_ A
redionably have prevented
judges in Nev Jersey. Ca/donna,
• 7.;
Very often, a key question la this: Missouri. Soutl. Dakota. Maryland
hou long had the'objectbeen lying and Mactugan
Of, the floor before you slipped on
' Had it been
long enough
LLDGIR a 'nous ilLE
FADDIST
so that More ernployees shou.k1 have
I noticed and removed IV
WALLINGTON England rrt And. very often, no one realty
• In a three hour session last night, the Murray City CounBurgess. an 18-year-old treecil held an election of city employees and purchased a new knows for sure Then the law turns David
into a kind of Sherloct Holmes. us- feller, was fined 30 pounds 1111141 for
police car.
ing telltale !Bites in an effort to carrying an offensive weapon - a
• -Early immunization is one of the most important things
four-foot-lung woodsman's axe
-reconetruct the
parents can do for their ChTkIrert. but unless booster shgts
In one case a woman slipped on in a public place
are continued at regular intervals parents may face the, a piece of candy that was dirty.
Prosecutor LA/L3J1 Borrett said
danger of communicable diseases at a later date." J. A. Out- flattened down, and scarred with Burgess. during an argument an the
land, M.D . director of Calloway County Health Department numerous heel marts Moreover, doorspeu of a house. lifted the axe
end said to a girl
the spot of floor underneath the above Itis he
said
noticeably cleaner than 1 will split von dos n the middle"
Mr and Mrs J B Burkeen of Murray Route One are the candy was
the floor around it The court de- When asked why he did not fight
parents of a son. Dennis Bryant. born at' the Murray Hoscided this was enough evidence to with hi, hands instead of such a
pital December 2
prove that the cnanigement had -monstrous !hire." he replied.
:Rev Walter E Mischke, superintendent of the Paris Dls- allowed the candy to he there too the new craze out
tna of the Methodist Church. will preside at the third quar- long Likewise. a man who slipped
ter' conference of the Martin's Chapel. New Hope. and Sul-' on ice cream won damages partly enough to melt
becauee the ice cresun had had Pint
•
But in another case the bruised
Springs Methodist Churches on Sunday:condition of some lettuce leases
was held not enough reason to pin
Willits on the store The court
panted out that the lettuce might
have been dropped otily an instant
before the accident, then crushed
by the victim's own shoe
even
Reminder
your claim
though &cheroot* valid. mat be
Jeopardized if your own negligence
helped to cause the accident The
law, in placing responsibility on
the store does not thereby remove
re ponsibility from you With respect to your own safety, we, canisles the buck Yu can ony
r
share it

NINE DECADES OLD-Sir Winston Churchill stands at window of his Hyde Park home in London as crowds outside
ei,t) tom many happy returns on his 90th birthday. Beside
hint is Lady Clementine Churchill.
(Cabiepisotcr)
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ACC11711011 "Mr
talfroad model with lull flawed
easy to read d.al Calf strap
Waterproof', shock-protected
11 fn stainloss Steel w,th Mack
strap
MS SO

••=0.0

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH....

a& PARKER MOTORS
?Laza

1.1ctrtenant

Koer %Say at turn of

3-5273

ACCUTION SPACIVIEW "N"
The most unusual timepieCe erne
created Transparent clial its
Jo. see the .n.s.e movement.
AllaterProol•, shuce• protected
$150.00

•

The balance wheel, springs, staff, and screws
in your present watch are mechanical parts. A
speck of dust can upset them. So can congealed
Oil. And normal wear. These parts are not used
in Accutron. Accutron time is kept by the vibrations of a tiny tuning fork which divides every
second into 360 parts. It's guaranteed for
average daily accuracy within 2 seconds. No
conventional watch comes close to this. Or
gives this guarantee: It's worth the time to you
to look into Accutron,

PEACH RAISERS IN A PICKLE-Mr and Mrs Earl W Sweeney
look unwon ted in their ranch Some aeu.s. the way
from
the LBJ ranch in Texas as they prepare to go to court
to
prevent the stale from taking their peach
raising property
for a Lyndon Johnson State Park

FURCHES

Murray, Ky.

LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROM
"Service Built Our alS11119.1111"

1•••hif

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE PS ON A NEW OR U$ED CAM

fe•
#01,
.1154, 2 se.owelt VOW
0•0.
, i,w N 00.. Na...,., ;0 ...Hugo. C..•••••••
IS
"weiensucot .vhen err.. r - .0, end
gre
• f,, .••• •
•

•

verre.

Want to get some use out of
that spare tire this winter?
Then get rid of it.

•

Trade in your unused spare,and you can get a pair of
U.S. Royal Winteride snow tires for only ein ne
a
670x15

'Itiv.-riA
illorehlll as a boy 01 12

Federal State Market News Service, Friday, December 4, 1964
Kentucky Purchase-Area Hog Market Report Including 7 Buying
Stations.
Estimated Receipts 1660 Heed, Barrows and Gills 15-250 Higher.
U. S. 1, 2 and 3 180-240 lbs. $14.8515.25: Few U. S. 1 180-220 lbs.
$15.50-16.00; U. S. 2 and 3 245t
170 lbs. $13.75115.00; U. S. 1, 2 and
3 160-175 tbs. $13.75-15.00; U. S.
2 .md 3 sows 400-600 Das. $10.001L25; U. S. 1 and 2 250-400 lbs.
$11.00-12.50.

halm, wheel (A) limits accuracy of
regular watch. Tuning fork hi replaces
bilis:ice wheel and makes Accutron
world's most precis* timepiece-the tint
fru guaranteed for gaily accuracy.

!Ten Years Ago Today

•

HOG MARKET

Your watch was
destined to be
wrong.
Accutron'
is not.

BEEP. BEEP!

By UNITED raEss INTERNATIONAL

to
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The U.S.RoyalWinteride is the snow tire that
will see you and your car safely through any winter. It's been designed to run lust as well on dry
loads-where 90% of your winter driving is done
-as it does through the snowdrifts.
And now you can have a pair of quiet-riding
(tiby trading in
Winterides for this low price, simply
course, with
your present spare when you buy.

century

world's most versatile

RADIAL ARM SHOP
MAGNA
01110R6CAN

black tubeless plus tar and unused spare.
six tires you'll still have a spare all year roundone of your regular tires in the winter, and a Wintende in the summer.(Remember,the Winteride's
cle„,signsd to run well on dry roads)
So you'll finally be getting some use out of your
spare tire. Which you've lust gotten rid of.
Try explaining tha,t to your wife.

elt your spare is worn, a trade in allowance will be amide on the truleatle reer,srhnli
Mir UR& aistiorsive ADD-A TOOL
NEW RECAP
SNOW TIRES

SAWSIGTEI givei profetaional ac,,Nrai y, unequalled
utility t.p.ing your single
power unit and single stand.
Increage your shop versatility with Ann- ti-Toots:

*,.ny size - 13 14. Or 15
Whitew a IIs
*MI5
Exchange
Federal tax included
If our cap throws off*
We will replace the
Ire absolutely free. Compare this offcr
ant where!

JOINTER ... adds conveMence et
saw pointer combination.
BANOSAW . . . adds curved
cutting. receiving.

titie

BELT SANDER .. stljuttible frg
vertirAil Of horizontal sanding,
PAINT SPRAYER COkIPRISSOR
Ws you finish the lad

I

ifi'REEE

Oa U.S.

lecture

SII WINSTON

tour In 1932.

es tng

S -for S Icterry

sign In

1,1 orld

flat

11

end

todia30

CHURCHILL, Britain's wartime prime minister and now a grand old man of
world statesmanship, looks back 90 years as of Nov 30. He still attends a function now
and then. and spends his time between his London town house and his country home In
Cherie:el/ It was Churchill's leadership apirat that rallied the British through the Battle
of Britain and on through World War EL

TRIAL

•r

•

* U.S. ROYAL *

WEST KENTUCKY
MOUE IIIMPANY

*

DEALER

*

•
A

U.S. ROYAL
SAFETY,800
Orig. Equip. Type
Tubeless, Whitewall
6.S0x 13
7.50%11
18.95
4.00x14
20.93
22.95
nove prices xchange
plus tax
VOLKSWAGEN
Tires
$16.95 exc.
6.70u15 6-ply Nylon
TRUCK TIRES
$22.95 exc.

•

Carroll Motor Sa es
1105 Pogue

ASelltle

Murray-. Kentucky

Block Last of !!flurray Plaza Court

Ks,

•

.

•••

•••••••

•

Eaee Terme
1 fear
(bornntr•

040 abou, rerI Wen,
!•••4.1
kinewl the Wer14 plena.

No. 4th St. -

sew Premium Nylon
iiibeless, Whitewall
FELL 4-PLY
150011
$16.95
7 50‘11
17.95
18.95
8.00%14
19.95
8.50x14
Premium Nt Ion Tube
Tt pe Whitewall
6.30l5
$15.95
7.10x15
„ 16.95
7.60x15
17.95
8.00/8.20xI5 .. 18.96
'hove prices exchange
plus tax

•-••••
•

ec.-

•-••••

4.

Ii

•
3,
41311
4,4,m;!
511 ...
tir ts'

-
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HREE RACERS PLACED ON ALL-0110 TE

rket News Ser:ember 4, 1964
tnAree Hog Marding 7 Buying
1660 Head, Bar-25e Higher.
0-240 lbs. $14.851 180-220 lbs.
;. 2 and 3 245:
10; U. S. 1, 2 and
3.75-15.00: U. S.
-600 lbs. $10.00d 2 250-400 lbs.

Wesleyan, after two road losses, V
opens its home se..ison against Hanover, and, of course, Kentucky
j opens its campaign at Lexington
lt,gainst Iowa of the Big Ten.

ayilt knights Pulled Out
Of;(-IAC A Year Too Soon

andy May 111al.e h'est Cent In
;South Am!14 3rilnre-3Crot!

it W•11 13 The
Runner Atlx:!1,
,Iss-Tdr c

curacy of
replaces
Accutron
i-the first
curacy.

•

.TOTIANNFSBT-RO. Santh AfrIca
TR; - A rew treat in "private-c'-'
agenciez," has been started here valt!,
the emrnoyment of non-white detecolv?s by whne atten-ies.
A sookesmin sod the non-vi•:'n •
•••er.: su -c:F7fal and very c'ten." Tb- men are rnastly emeleyei in Afrean Lae/reheat where
their white counterparts are nat allowed. The "back pnis its eyrr
c•:pe
tcy,
men:
and bcaineen inveaGgation.
They aza a s..s: In th2 ta".ing of
fr -act af the African
detenanres' succans n that a:thanes
a wh_te &unit Aftnean Marbt inspect that he Is be.ng folk:wet be
.
a._•• ann to a Week
_ ..ngia
bay" in un.form on a

-----------

Jiartie Forrest, 1 °Limy 0rer,
ohn Wheder Named To tamp

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) - F15--Tommy Wavier, Murray
By Unit d P-era hsternational
Ccntre. and none of the Knights
at-vn t- fiad room for a enieale
By DAVID M. ntraFt'IT
Defense
`VeT•tern 1Cntuckir"; HIPtcopers
Maybe Belilarmire pulled out of
tter than staiteirnore Phii
United Press International
anta:• "re,
' before the season is
failed to defe• zt ttrir Ohin Valley E-Ssnn Napper, Wy
thr Kentucky Interciallegiate Ath- Popp in m Ninvennt Catholic, who
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,L1-10 - Van- •
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this past season, but the Hilltop- T-Jarnee Osborne M renn-d
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today by league officials
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Youthfel coach Roy Skinner ex- neneondirg latst winter will be
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Chilcutt, Austin Pany
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, tat niii.e over a team of aly.ut KIAC senior unit, one sephcanore group,
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By FRED DOWN
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Pearsor., Mid T
th • 22 Iran ;quail a figda caliber.
rd a third bunch of eager scrubs
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It'll be Jimmy Brown against
head.
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anneia than the minimum
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f Asr
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Kertucky State edged Fisk. 72When Vanderbilt scouts get but canned tuna. s,lmen and other In 1966 be en Amerioxi Cttiribito;he:
Hoards; gained on the ground this
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BUY NOW and Get This Big Double Offer!

(
•

For a limited time you select from hundreds of price
cut merchandise and get your choice of the 6 Free Gifts.

PRICE CUT and FREE GIFT
Take your choice of

One with every major
appliance
you buy that's
on our
special
premium

ask us for
the details

Fte

DELIVERED and
normal installation

$195.95

Soft-Heat DRYER-CUT $15
DELIVERED and
normal installation

I.

15

5

17.2 Cu. ft. FREEZER (chest, upright)

Set one dial. this washer automatically selects
time. temperature. mash and spin weeds to suit
the fabric .. even dispen.es bleach at proper time.
Self-cleaning lint filter.

tf.•

15

with this deluxe Kenmore Team

DELIVERED and
normal installation

,

.51

CUT $56-Get 1 Free Gift

6-Cycle WASHER-CUT $30

FREE

ii

CUT $55-Get 2 Free Gifts

A

$149.95

No over drying ever,
... just dial the time . . heat
tapers off a* clothes dry. Shaded coppertone or
turquoise in same low pnee as white.

CUT $30-Get 1 Free Gift
23-in. All-Channel TV Console
REG. $229.95 NOW

$199.95

A euper-sharp picture plus high fidelity FM sound in a
beautiful wood veneer cabinet. Good performance even in
far fringe areas.

les

$202.88

Fre* Gift with order $149.95
NYLON
CUT 11%

ACRILAN
CUT 17%

Sr
MIT*

FINEST WOOL
CUT 18%

r.rcelain finish interior; hold. 602 Ilis of food. Magnetic
gasket seals cold in. Flush hinges, safety signal light
other features

Call for free estimate, ne elingetlen

CUT $60-Get 1 Free Gift

CUT $30-Get 1 Free Gift

16.5 Cu. ft. REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER

30-in. ELECTRIC RANGE

DELIVERED and
normal installation

DELIVEltED and
normal installation

$343.88

AUTOMATIC ICE MAKER . . always plenty of ice cubes.
ro.tless . no frost forma in either section. 2 doors
. . Spacemaster shelves.

Cushions Cut 14% to 26%

$192.1.5

Clock turns oven ON and OFF sutomaticalk St pre
times: top units have infinite beat settings. White
shaded coppertone.

CUT $50-Get 1 Free Gift

CUT S35-Get 1 Free Gift

Our Finest ZIG-ZAG Console

30-in. GAS RANGE

REG. $249.95

NOW

$199.95

(Portable with case only $1 59.95)
Dramatize your sewing ,
.
60 basic fancy patterns. inhinting double needle. Walnut veneer cabinet

I

CARPET and CUSHION Price Cut

DELIVERED and
normal installation

$1 72.9!)

Automatic oven ... 5th burner accessory
turns griddle into added burner.
White or coppertona.
Catalog Sales

NO MONEY DOWN on Sears easy terms ... USE YOUR CREDIT!

at SEARS Catalog Sales Office

So. 12th St., Murray, Ky. -

753-2310

•
•

•
•

•
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Miss Lutricia Hale Complimented Recently
' With PrenuptialeEvents Before her Wedding
I/ear Ablit

Change Tactics, Lady!

' WAKE UP alit
DON'T
1.
"„
bat.11.,14 hzr;

.
„
ern e,.. &Warlord akar. II•gg
Mies Lu:ricia Hale who was mar- versation followed.
ba.ka.he. feequaal 4* seemly flaw .Nut
Refreehmenta were served from burping. fie, 3 labials. If sal SIeafted
ried to Dan Poyner last Saturday
To..
was the honoree at several events 1 the beautifully appointed table cov- year :10. back al *ay drag alum
MU 9
ered w•th a lace cloth over green DA V al 110(.1.A
held preceding her wedding.
and centered with an arrangement
Tea-Shower
ers
A lovely tasshower was held at of
Kay Hughes presided
M4
the Murray Woman's Club House
IiiMet and Miss Lettie
with Mrs. Joe Young, Mrs. Gerald at th
tilaftet.
Paschall, and Mra. Ray Sims as Hall
46080eve Itere present
the gracious hosteesee.
Tw 41•11,
gifts.
The honoree wore for the bridal or se
• • •
event a shell pink sheath frock. Her
mother, Mrs. Clyde Hale, and her
mother-in-law to be. Mrs Buren
Poyner. were attired in black en The Methodist Youth Fellow:iambics. They were all presented
hostesses' gift camas of white ship of the Bethel Methodist
Church met Wednesday evening at
carnations.
Refreshments were served from the church.
Miss Connie Evans, president, prethe beautifully appointed table
Hurray. Buoteder
seaoverlaid with a white linen cloth sided over the ehort business
and centered with a yellow floral • iron after which the cast of the
arrangement Large wedding bells Christmas play had a good practice
Twenty members and four viswere used and the cakes were deitors acre present.
corated in green and white..
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

bP

‘1)iaii Va.' Buren

or
wrest
NATI.
e
lt
t

Eaters
E
M
maga
where

•
park
non
A-bo
SOIL

of tt

natl.
to ot
bloat
time

prob

keeP
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Mrs.Scarbrough Is
Honored .4t Dinner
On 85th Birthday

Soci-al Calendar
Friday. December 4

del' Of 'the 'Easern Star ail! hoki
The children. grandchildren. and
The Alnso Homemakers Club Its regular nicotine at the Masonic great grundchikiren of Mrs Wirente
wen meet wan Mrs David Nanny Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Scarbrough of Murray Rotate One
•••
at 9 30 a m
met at her lame on Thanksgiving
The Jeime Ludsick Circle of the Day to celebrate her 115th birthday
Saturday. December 5
College Prmbyterian Church will
A bountiful dinner was spread at
Chapter M, F. E 0., vnll meet meet at the home of Mrs Henry the noon hour aim Scarbrough was
at 11:30 a m. at the home of Mrs. McKenzie. Sharpe Street, at 12 noon the recipient of many nice and use
for the annual Christmas potluck
gifts Each one wished her a
H. B. Banks.
luncheon A fifty cent gift will be happy birthday and planned to see
•••
her again on her 86th birthday
The Alpha Department of the exchanged.
•••
Those present sere Mr and Mns.
Murray Woman's Club sill have
The
Lydian
Sunday
School Claes 0 hit Scarbrough and daughter,
its noon luncheon at the club house
the
of
Fust
Rapine. Church will Jane. of Russellville. Mr and Mrs.
with Miss Kathleen Patiersen Mrs.
Ruseell Terhune. Mrs
&Muni have a chimer meeting at the homt James Scarbrough and, children.
White. Mrs M G Ingram. and of Mrs. B. C. Harris. Hazel Road. Vickie and Ray. of Loarestelle. Mr
at 6 p.m.
and Mrs Jerry Scart•rough. Mr and
Mass Renns Senter as hostesses.
•••
•• •
Mrs Ernest Madrey and daughter.
The Pans Road Homemakers Club Kathleen. arid friend. Julia Boyd
Monday, December 7
The Ann Hasseltine Class of the will meet with Mrs. Elmer Co/1ms. Mr and Mrs Hugh Alexander and
•• •
chaldren, Dewayne. Marilyn. Terry.
Mernoria: Baptise Church will have
Workers Sunday Karen, and Danny. all of Murray.
Willing
The
a Christ/ma party at the church
School Chas of the Scotts Grove Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Like arid daughat 6:30 p. m. A potluck suPper
be served and gifts will oe ex- Baptist Church sin meet at the ter, Janet. of Kirksey. Mr and
home of Its. Wthurn Hurt.
Mrs. Michael Alexander of Brewchanged.
•••
ers; and the honoree.
•• •
Wedassilay. Deeesaber
The Murray Urie of NHCA will
The Iadiee Day luncheon will be
have its Christmas party at the
served at noon at Ale Calloway
V.'ornan e Club House at 7 pin
Comity Country* Club with Mrs L L.
•••
The Louse Moon Circle of the Veal. Jr. Mr A D Wallace. Mrs.
Firs: Baptist Church WaLS wilt Oir.gles Wallis and Mrs Laverne
meet at the home of Mrs V W. Wallis as hostesses
The following announcement from
Parker at 7 pm
The Arta and Crafts Club will 'he Fulton Daily Leader will be
•••
The Kathleen Jones Circle of the have Its Chri.kmas party at the of itharest to many persons here
First Rap" < March WILS will home of Mn, Clatnn Clopton at 230 ' as the groom to be is a grandsen of
the tale Mr and Mrs Lasrence
meet at the home of Mrs. L. L. pm.
•••
Cress Cherry of Murray
Dunn at 7 15 pm
•••
The Kenlake Hurnernakers Club
Of interest in Weetern Kentucky
The Ruby Nellie Earth Cards of will meet st the home of Mrs s the announcement made by Mr
a
for
Parrish
n,
a
10
Frank
at
potthe First Saline Chureh W7e123will
and Mrs William Owens of Hickmeet with Mrs Taman Alexander luck. luncheon Gifts will be ex- man of the engagement of Meer
changed
at 7 30 p.m.
daughter. Brenda Carol. to Billy
• ••
• • •
Don Cherry, son of Mr and Mrs
Samuel Don Cherry of Fulton
The Annie Armstrong Circle at
The New Concord Homemakers
Miss Owens is the granedmighter
the Tine Baptist Cburch VIMEI sill
sill meet at the home of NIT'S of the late Mr Sad Mrs. W J.
church
at 7 pin
meet at the
3u
Cdr:
10
at
Vga
am
Fie.ds and of the late Wilhelm Tho•• •

22ZSM
,
en7772.27rne7Seese527127*

Brenda Carol Owens
To Be .11arried To
Billy Don Cherry

The a-cc st prayer for tomer.
sessions sai: be observed by the
Pant Hanna Charch WNW at the
church at 930 am

eER
. SO

•••

Tanday. Dpeagabar,
pare '
The Firs: Sapient Charet WIER
are
dazb aI oatinnue gas observance of the
week af ;rater foe foreign Illimons
Ian( at
the church at BM
said
•••
Mune% Star Chapter No 433 Orpan
—
Pita

ALS

mas Oseno of Hickman
I Mr Cherry a the grandaort of
I the late Mr and Mrs Laweence
.•
Crest Cheer, of Murray Loci of Mr.
and Mrs James Romild BUM of
Crutchfield

Mr and Mrs Olie Morris have
tenoned to their home or. Nagh
Drive from Marion. Manias shell,
Mr ILeris visa a patient is the
Veterans FLospatal for three weeks
They expre.sred their thanks for
the isnyers leners end cards sent

TIME and

your daughter." beoausse if she likes
a boy she Isn't going to say anything
against turn.
CONCERNED
DEAR CONCERNED: There is
no was to find out what kind of a
driver a boy is unless you have seen
him drive, or his reputatIon for
driving has preceded him Tell your
teen-age daughters that they risk
defacing, crippling injury or death
when they accept dates with danMiss Sandra Costello presided at
gerous (niters. And If they do not
get the memage, your alternative Is the punch bowl and Mm, Rosemary
Aleop served the cakes.
prayer.
The register table covered with
a green cloth and centered wath a
DEAR ABBY: My fiance is about small eusangement. Mires Linda
two inches shorter than I am. We Hale, aster of the honoree, kept
have never discussed the difference the register. Maas Judy Hughes prein height, but I have always wern sented background music during
flats shen se were together, which the evening hours.
made us about the some height
The many gifts • were diaplayed
We are now making plane for our for the guests. to view doe hundred
herh
steer
to
like
weddire I would
persons called or sent gifts during
DEAR DISGUSTED: Try a tittle heeas which would make me tal- the hours of seven to nine o'clock
tenderness. You've tried everything ler than he. so I asked hint if he on the evening of Thursday, No-trig elevated shoes just vember 19,
narrated a eat
else, and you've nothing to lose.
••••
Ice the wedding He mid 1('W. he
Supper Party
DEAR ABBY My wife is expect- I minded rerY much, and if I wanted
ing her fifth baby and, of course. I him in be tenet' than I. I should
party was held in Miss
supper
A
we have been telling our friends wear flats Will r0.1.1 ten me what is
Rate's tunes on Saturday evening.
this'
settle
to
way
richt
the
the news Our other children are
TAI L CURL November 21. in the private dining
17, 15. 12. and 9. We are amazed
DEAR GIRL: Sine, you have al- room of the Triangle Inn.
at boa many -people ask us. "Was
The hostesses for the prenuptial
" We consider I ways worn flats with him in the
teas cne pawned,
your wedding. event were Mrs. Alfred lanIsey.
this rime
hustrisse but we past. wear them for
• •••
I Mrs. Noble Farris Mrs John Whitattester to put i
don't know
-line Lamb, Mrs
nen. Mass Ride
thetn in thetrAlliCaa }have Y0ii ant' i Problem,' Write to ABBY. Box
WW1. Los .hinge/es. Ceti' Per a per- Hillard Rogers, and Mrs. Harry
sugg eetaoreergrae
Medd
EXPECTANT FATHER sonal reply, encloee a stamped selfMiss Hale chose to wear for the
addressed envelope
I
I occasion a trousseau suit of navy
"
•
DEAR FATHER: Reply. "If you'll
Hate to write letters' Send one knit and was presented a corsage
forgive my rudeness for Ignoring
the hosyour guest/on.
forgite your rud- dollar to Abby. Box 69700, La of white baby mum by
Angeles. Calif.. for Abby's booklet. : theses who also gave her a lovely
enem for having asked it."
•• •
"HOW TO WRJTE LETTERS FOR wedding gift
The table was centered with an
DEAR ABBY I have two daugh- ALL OCCAMONS"
arrangement 01 sham and bronze
ters in thstr teens. P.M .etartang to
ivy Covers
chryeaatIltallIMS
••••
date Whet worries me is th, .r
were laid for twenty-two persona.
in cars with boys How can

DEAR ABBY: If they rented out
"fathers" for special occa.sione I
would be their best customer Every
time my boys need thew father,
he's somewhere else. Our youngest
son played first base with the Uttar League last sununer and his
father didn't come to see him
Now it's footbeiR sea.son playonce! and
one of She boys plays in the band
arid the other one is on the tisane
and every time they a.* their fatheer to go to a gameaitea too tared.
But let one of his fnends call him
up and he finds the strength to go
with them. Frankly, I ani getting
sick and tired of being the only
mother there One of the kits asked
our boys if they HAD a father I
have yelled at him, scolded, cussed
him out. threatened and shamed
Mtn. but I still can't get him to go
Any suggestions?
DD3OUSTED

FOR CORRIOT

t r
6a
12

FARMEM AVE:. AT 17th ST.

HALLS OF SALT

READING GROUP
AVERY ISLAND, La Art -- In
this home of Tabasco mow, the
first rock salt mine in the Weettern
Hemasphere was duesivered during ,
the 18605.
Today. millions of tons of salt
are mined from • deposit so vast I
that cornciors can be dynamited !
through the rock salt. with ceilings
as high as

Bridal Skewer

mg turn' I have forbidden my eerie
to go out %Ali some boys because
of the way they dive But what
about the boys I never meet until

Mrs. Buren Poyner and Mrs Ella
&etre* of primitive
according to Encyclopedia Ameri- rider.: -acre has:eases for a miscelcans. In those times, men extended laneous bridal shower held at the
their hands to show they were not Poyner home on Tueaday. Novemthey come for a data? I worry my- going to use their weapons and ber 17.
self sick Until the girls get hnuie the handshake developed from this
honoree opened her many
safety Prom • date Don't say. 'Ask ' practice
lovely gifts arid an eta:sang of con-

Station WNBS, 1340 LC.

Sunday at 11:13 am.

NOW YOU CAN
MAKE YOUR OWt4
CHRISTMAS

GLOW CANDLES

I

I

Sunday Services 11 a.na
Testimonial Meetings
4th Wednesday 8:00 p.m.
ALL ARE WELOOMX
'The Bible Speaks To Yee

100 feet.

I

a
S VC E. BROTHER!
mother find cut slut inn] of a
NEW YORK lit - The handinver a boy la iththout emterrass- shake ornated in the peaceful

DAY

PEOPLES
• BINA

I

I

DIAL

Methodist Youth
Fellowship Meets

holiday decorations with
Add the finishing touch to estive,
candles! You Make
glowing
of
beauty
translucent
the soft,
candle glows with light!
Entire
evening.
them in a single
several years.
Odorless, skis -burning ... lasts for

Glo Candle Wax, 10 Lbs
'..:andle Wicking, 2-ft
;'N Candle Glitter, Vial
Book ..................•••••••••••••••••

Manor House of Color
Southside
Phone

Manor Shopping tenter - Hazel

Marra.,

7534423

Personally I'd Ilko
tri?1

ter*
phS

Comfy Slippers

Black
Blue & White

AA

A: B

4i to 10

es.od
-eV

i3lue - Blark
AA - B

-

White

41 to 10

s5.50

it_

Red - Black
A FEW OF THE ADVANTAGES OF AROVE GROUND ENTOMBMENT .

AA -B 5 to 10

.
AA &

I

.

Ii

$7.5o

• Future expenses and responsibility are eliminated
through endowed care.
• Crypts are clean, dry, well ventilated.
• All crypts are double sealed

All contact with the earth is eliminated.
• Mausoleums provide the most complete and se-ure
protection for you and your family.
• Their permanent construction of marble, concrete
and bronze will endure through the ages.
• Mausoleum entombment Ls an everlasting memorial
to you and your family name.
• Entombment gives you peace of mind.
•

'6.50

gam

-

• Mausoleum entcmbment can now be provided at
costs no greater than the average above grouitd accommodations.

To Be Located In Beautiful

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
Lot Information %% rite

iS0 It

571 or ( MI

753-2654
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S
177
7rMtgi
In 14 beers vibe. St
tor nigh* sum., is_
usage Maar fisiireers
treed deep. Ise pm in,
seemly flew ling
et
I WAS*. If ant eive.e.1
at say area elem. TOiTtn DM0 CO.

Olt CORIUM

TIME lid

rIMPERATIIII
lAY OR NIGH'.
753-6363

• BINI
y. tetatladilir

SCIENCE

I

AVE. AT 17th ST.
IING GROUP

Services 11 am,
.onial Meetings
nesday 8:00 p.m.
RE WELOOME
e Speaks To Tea"
ANBS, 1340 K.C.
.v at 8:15 am.
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Thtee - 'ghly Publicized Noses Will Be Seen
On TV Next 1Veek;Special On Nobel Prizes

Television Schedule
*it

By JAC/ OAVER
United Press International
NEW YORK !UP11- Three wellpublicized noses will be featured
on NBC-TV shows next week.
They belong to Danny Thomas
Week of Dec.6-Dec.11
and Jimmy Durante, with the latWeek of Dec.-5-D•c.11
ter appearing on Thomas' second
Daily Monday through Friday
variety special of the season, and
7:00
Today
Show
Daily Moaday thrtemb Friday
to a reindeer known as Rudolph,
9:00
Romper
Ftcom
645 Farm a News
star of a one-hour animated spec9:25 NBC Morning Report
6:00 Country Junction
•
ial about Christmas.
9:30 Word for Word
7.45 Mooing News
ABC offers a special on the Nobel
10.00 Concentration
1 .55 Morning Weather
Prizes next Saturday night
10:30 Jeopardy
8 00 Trinuner Vui
Week of Dec. 5-Dec.11
Highlight details Dec. 6-12:
10:30 Missing Links
8.15 Captain Eangar00
.
11.00 Say When
Sunday
1:25 Morning Weather
9:00 TV Bingo
Johnny Marts' famous song,
11:30 Truth or Consequences
8:30 Cap'n Crook's Gael
9- 30 I Love Lucy
"Rudolph, The Red-Nosed Rein11:56 NBC Day Report
9:00 Romper Room
10 00 Andy of Mayberry
12:00 News, Farm Markets
deer," has inspireci a one-hour
9:30 Price is Right
10 30 The McCoys
1216 Pastor Speaks
animated film musical of the same
10:00 let The Message
11:00 Love of Life
12 - 30 Let's Make a Deal
title which will be aired on NBC.
Daily Monday tbroagli Friday
11:28 Robert Troutt News
1:00 Loretta Young
Burl Ives supplies the off-camera
6-46 News. Weather, Timetable
11:30 Search For Tomorrow
1:26 NBC News Report
voice for an aramated snowman
Five Golden Minutes
OH :46 The Guiding Light
who sings and relates the tale of
7115 Jake Bess and the Lmperials 1:30 The Doctors
12:00 The World at Noon
2:00
Another World
Santa's favorite steed. Maras has
12:05 OM Time Singing Convention 8:1.5 Capin Crooks Crew
2:30 You Don't Say
provided seven new Christrnsa10:313 Missing Links
12 - 30 As The World Turns
3:00 Match Game
type songs for this show.
11:00 leather Knows Best
1 00 Pasaword
325 NBC News Report
The feat episode of a two-part
11:30 Tenneesee Ernie Ford
1:30 House Party
3:30 "Love That Bob"
14:00 Company Calling
filmer drama, "Big Red," starring
2 00 To Tell the Truth
4:00 People Are Funny (Mon. Wed. Walter
1.00 Ames Se Andy
225 Doug Edwards News
Pidgeon, is on Walt DisThurs. Fri.)
2 30 Edge of Night
1:30 Day In Court
ney's NBC hour. The story of a
4:00 Murray College, (Toes.)
1:45 News For Women
3 00 The Secret Storm
lonely man, an orphan boy and a
4.30 Papers.
(Mon-Tues.-Nat champion Irish
2.00 General Hospital
3 30 Popeye and Friends
Setter.
Thurs.)
2:30 Queen For A Day
4 -90 Big Show
Guests on Ed Sullivan's hour
5.00 Amos and Andy, Mon., Wet
✓ 6 -30 CBS Evening News
3:00 Trailmaster
include Sid Caeerar, Sophie Tucker
5 00 Ann Sothern (Tues., Wed./
Saturday. Dec. 5
4.00 Supernian
and Allen and Rosen
5:30 Huntley-Brinkley
4:30 Mickey Mouse (nub
"The Sunday Night Movie" on
6.00 News
7:00 Mae Hitt Variety Show
5:30 BI-Rite News
ABC will be "The Last Time I saw
6:06 Weather
800 Aldo Show
540 Weatherscope
Archie," starring Robert Mitchurn
6:10 Sports
8- 311 Tennessee Tuxedo
5:46 Ron Cochran with the News
and Jac* Webb.
Saturday,
9 00 Quick Draw McGraw
Dec.
5
6:00 The Ftiflernan
7:00 h. F. D.-TV
Monday
9 30 Mighty Mouse
10:00 Newsoope
"Misadventure" is the story on
7 -30 Atop the Fence Post
10 00 lama. The Lionhearted
1015 ABC News
"The A,Ifred Hitchcock Hour" for
7.55 NeW3
10 to The Jetaon's
10:25 Steve Allen Show
8.00 PoPe7e
NBC. Lois Albright and Barry Nel11 00 Sky King
11:30 lave Golden Minutes
10 00 Dennis the Menace
son appear as a pair whose "per11 30 hey Friend Flicks
10 30 Fury
fect crime" effort is fouled up by
8
.
$12 (g) Santa Claus
Saturday. Dec. 5
11:00 Exploring
attempts to trick each other.
7230 Pope,*
7:15 News, Weather and Tuneteble 11:30 NBC Sports Special
ABC's Ben Casey" has "Courage
1s 45 NFL Spectacular
7:30 Farmer's Almanac
12:00 File 6
at 3 a. m." Janice Rule plays a
3 45 Grad alusrients of Music
8:00 Capn C-rooks Crew
1:00 NBC Sports Special
bitoctietnist cancer victim who in4•00 (11.1rifighters
8:30 Buffalo Bill
1:30 Football
sists on brain surgery to block her
5 30 TAC
9:00 Slienanesanri
5:00 4 State Bowling
pain.
6 OD Newsbeat
930 Annie Oakley
The story on sSiattery's People"
6:00 Porter Waggoner Show
6 10 Football Booreiboard
10:00 Cartuonits
for CBS is "Qiillaation: Which One
6 30 Jackie Oleasan Show
6:30 Flipper
10.30 Seamy and Cecil
7.00 Famous Adv of Mr. Magee has the Privilege" The problem
7 30 Gillian's Island
11.00 Begs Bunny
is whether a newspapennan has
7:30 Kentucky Jones
8 00 Minter Broadway
11:30 Hopplty Hooper
,11:00 Saturday Night at the Movie' the right to protect the source of
9 00 Ounenioke
•
12:00 Magic land of Allakanszn
a story damaging to a leguator.
ii uo Saturday Night News
9:43 Match Game
12.30 American Bancistsuad
10:00 Saturday Revert
Tuesday
10 15 Radar Weithir
1:30 Teen Rsvue
"A As in Anxiety" is the fare on
10.15 Weekend at the Movies
10 M laday in Sports
2:00 A Tune for Valor
- Sunday, Dec.
NBC's "Mr. Novak". An average
10 30 rams of the SO's
2:15 Film Fill
8-00 Jake Hess and The irnperielll student cracks under the strain of
Siuoday, Dec. 6
2:30 Championship Bowling
trying to drive herself to make
8:30 Paducah Devotion
6 00 Sunriae Semester
3.30 Touchdown
high marks.
9:15 liarnilton Brothers
100 singing Time in Dixie
4.00 Wide World of Sports
ABC's "Combat" has 'A Rare
9:30 Christophers
I 00 Little Country Church
5:10 - All-Eitar Wrestling
Vintage" An American soldier dis00 Heaven's Jubilee
9:45 Stirred Heart
6.30 Outer Limits
guises himself as a handicapped
10 00 Camera Three
10:00 This is the Life
7:30 Lawrence Welk
French peasant in an effort to res10 :10 Word of Life
10.30 The Answer
8.30 Hotlywood Palace
cue his platoon leader from the
1100 Popeye
Faith For Ttuday
9 30 Sea Hunt
Gennans.
1! 30 Popeye
11:30 Mr. Wizard
10.00 Hollywood Special
"Ameria the Neutral" is the epi12:00 File 6
Vandy FOOltelln
sode on "World War 1" for CBS.
12 30 Frontiers at Faith
45 Nin., sactdar
Sunday, Dec. 6
I 00 Weekend at the Movies
A documentary look at United
.; .141 Rani% V, tieers
7.45 News. Weather
2 45 Great Moments of Music
States problems in Mexico and
6 00 Lamle
7:56 Raymansi Massey Reads the 3 00 Sunday
elsewhere while war rages in Eu6 30 My Favorite Martian
Bible
7 00 Ed Sullivan
4:00 WWI Samclom
rope.
.
8:00 (impel Singing Caravaia
00 ley Living Don
Maurice Chevalier is host on
4:30 The Story .4 Rudolph the
900
TV
Coma
Tine
8 30 Joey Iiap Show
NBC's "Bell Telephone Hour".
Red Nosed Reindeer
9.30
Porky
Pig
5:30 Profiles in • Courage
Others present will be comedian
I 00 Candid Camera
10:00 Bun Stolle
11:20 Wonderful World of Color
Stanley Holloway, clarinetist Pete
•9 30 What's My Line
10 30 News Scope
a0 Sunday New,
7:30 Bill Dana
Fountain, Spanish mezzo-soprano
10:45 Gnat Moments of Music
in 15 Radar Walther
Teresa Berganza and the puppets
8.00 Bonranza
11:00 Light Unto My Pails
10 3) Woo& 'N Waters
9:00 The Rogues
of the "Lee Poupees .ale Para11:34) The Christophers
10 30 Chicago Beam
10:00 News, Weather. Sports
show.
12-09 Oral Roberts
Monday. Dec. 7
1015 "Pork Chop 11111"
Wednesday
e 00 Newabeat
12.30 Issues iirmi Answers
Meader. Dec. 7
'CBS Reports" has -segregation:
1.00 Eye un the Issues
615 Radar Weather
6:30 90-Erletol Court
Northern Style." The documentary
6 M Today in Sports
1:30 Classroom Quiz
800 Andy Williams
covers the trials faced by a noddler, 30 Tv. Tell the Ti La 11
9 00 Alfred Hocheneit
' 2:00 Pro Football Special
income Negro family in trying to
ee I i Got a Ste-rot
10:00 News Picture
230 AFL Football
buy a house in a predominantly
3o Andy Griffith
10.15 Olympics
5:15 All-Pro Sourobuerd
White suburban neighborhood.
9 8 NI Lucy Mena
10:30 Tonight Show
5:30 flurtside
NBC's "Wednesday Night at the
6:30 Wagon Train
Tuesday, Dec. 11
...10 Movie of the Week
Movies" screens ''We're No An730 Broadside
£0 00 Big News
6:30 Mr Novak
gels." Starring Humphrey Bogart,
8.00 Sunchty Night Movie
7:30 Man From U. N. C. L. E. Aldo Ray and Peter Ustmov.
:0 15 Radar Weather
10.00 News Scope
8:30 That Was the Week That
10.20 Torisky in Sports
"Who Killed 711? is the puzzle
10.30 Million Dollar Movie
10.15 ABC Scope
Was
on ABC's "Burke's Law" Suspects
1045 Siin Francisco Beat
9.00 Bell TeletiSonc Hour
In the death of a financier are all
Tuesday. Dec.
6 00 Newsbeat
10:00 News Picture
II 15 Medic
guests at the same hotel and all
10.15 Accent
4.15 Radar Weather
have alibis.
7
Monday.
Dec.
e 20 Today in Sports 10:45 Tonight
Thursday
Wednesday. Dec. 9Many ilapp Returns
5 00 Huckleberry Hound
Dinah Shore presides over an8:30 Virginian
7 00 Marshal Dillon
U 40 Voyage to the Bottom of the
8 00 Wed. Night at the Movies other "Puree Spticial for Women"
7
Red Skelton
Sea
on ABC. The dramatized problem
10
00 News Picture
8 so pe!stoma Jtuiction
Sergeants
Per
I 30 No Time
is "The Menace of Age," with act10
15
Tonight
Show
10 00 Slyi News
• 00 Wendy and Me
ors Arthu-re O'Connell, Jeanette
0 15 Radar Weather
8 30 Bing Crosby Show
Thursday. Dec. 10
Nolan and Marjorie Lord particiII al Statecys People
900 Ben Casey
6 30 1>aniel Boone
pating.
Fantastic
1026 UT. Football
3() Danny Thomas
Perry Mason is involved in "The
Wednesday. Dec. II
11 25 San Francisco Best
8-30 Hazel
Ca.se, of the Wooden Nickea" on
b 00 Kee-sheet
Tuesday. Dec.
9 00 Suspense
CBS. Murder, blackmail and the
• 15 Radar Weather
10:00 News Picture
630 Cameat
counterfeiting of rare coins figure
'
20 Today in Sports
10:15 Tonight Show
30 NI ale's Navy
in this one.
Days
800 The ycoon
Friday. Dec. 111
Danny Thomas' second one-hour
6 111 (3mi: WLAC Valley
Tv Itelw.rt
8:30 International Showtime
color special for NBC has as guests
8 30 Pe.yin Place
7 30 Des erly Hintellies
9.1)0 Th Fugitive
7:30 Bob Hope
Jimmy Durante, Eddie Fisher and
rn Dick Van Dyke Show
830 Jack Benny
Joey Bishop.
3 30 Cara Williams Show
Wednesday. Dec.
9:00 Jack Par
"Dr. Kildare" is preempted.
9 $10 An Hour With Robert Geulet 2 00 Dinah Shore
10:00 News Picture
The "Bewitched" episode
for
9 00 The Reporter
5 00 Yugs Bear
ABC is "Love * Blind," in which
10. 15 Tonight Show
1'1 00 Big News
6 30 Ozzie & Harriet
10 13 Radar Weather
7.00 Patty Duke Show
10 20 Today in Sports
730 Shindig
ilk Green Show
8.00 Mickey
6
10
11, i• • rns of the 50's
8 30 Burk's Law
9:30 Wyatt 'tarp
Thursday, Dec. 10
Thursday. Dec. 10
5 00 Newsbeat
2 00 Dirrati Shore
113 Radar Weather
5 15 All Pro Scorebeard
630 Today In Sports
The Plintetones
6:10
f, se The Munsters
7 00 The Donn* Reed Snow
700 Perry Mason
7 30 My 1 hree Suns
$00 Paco Word
8 00 Bewitched
8 3.1 Baileys of Bailees
hisaflnd
830 Peyton Place
9 es The Deferslei!,
9.00 Jimmy Dean Show
Text Paid
10 00 Har News
•1015 Radar Weather
Friday, Dec. 11
Round
10-30 Million Dollar Movie
3.00 Davis cup Challezete
5.00 Woody Woodpecker
Friday. Dec. 11
t.30 Ripcord
600 Newsbeet
Second and Main Streets
7 00 Farmer's Daughter
6:15 Radar Weather
7 30 Stoney Burke
6.20 Today In Sport/
s
8 30 12 O'Clock High
6.30 leavtikle
2,
Addams Fiterlly
9.30
.1.50 The Ent a ',Winch:

Channel5- WLAC-TV
CBS

6:30
9:00
10:00
10:15
10:20
10:30
10:35

Gomm Pyle taziaso
The Reporter
Big News
Radar Weather
Today in Sports
Jack Green Show
Films of the 50's

Channel6- WPSD-TV
NBC

Channel 8- WSIX-TV
ABC

•
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Purpr ANTI-FREEZE

A('

•

$1.48

MARTIN OIL COMPANY
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Samantha sets out to find a hue.
hazed for a plain friend.
The "Kraft Suspense Theater"
drama on NBC is "Three persons."
John Gavin and Ralph Meeker are
starred in this story of prohibition
warfare on the U. S.-Mexico border in 1922. A Cherokee Indian is
hired to help break up a bootleggig gong

Friday
Eddie Albert is guest star in
"The Photographer" on "Rawhide"
for CBS. He plays a man determined to photograph the West in
every detail, which gets him into
much trouble.
"The Shattered Glass" is the
story on NBC's "Chrysler Theater"
Shirley Jones, William Shatner and
Dan O'Herlihy star in this drama

of a woman torn between her love
for a reformed alcoholic and her
father's efforts to break up the romance.
In "Soldiers Sometimes Kill" on
ABC's "12 O'Clock 1-ligh", a general suffers a loss of memory and
becomes a suspect in a murder
case.
Saturday
CBS will telecast the ClevelandNew York National Football League game from New York.
ABC's special documentary,"The
Nobel Prize Awards", preempts
"The
Outer
Limits." Alistair
Cooke will interview all eight of
this year's Nobel laureates.

Fin

NBC's "Saturday Night at the
Movies" will begin an hour earlier
to accommodate the extr length
of "War and Peace," starring Audrey Hepburn, Henry Fonda and
Mel Ferrer.
WARNING
ALDERS/Ker. England rI10 Traced in the dust on the back of
an army truck in Aldershot was the
warning: "MI. (Army Irgelhgence)
driver. Coded signals only."

For Your Every

HEATING OIL
Needs, call

TV CAMS: Caterina Valente
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Mig• ht variaty *ow "Tivi Enteris Whig bailed as an
, fresh talent.
When Bo point was raised
itheently in Now York, it
brought i quick smile to the
face of the shapely singer and
dancer. "Me?" she amid. "fs
Newcomer? In an American
series, yes. But to TV, no. I did
my first TV show 25 years ago
hi Rome when I was seven.
"I will never forget It. It was
an experimental variety show
and we kids loved it. But, oh,
was that studio hot and small.
4,nd that orange makeup we
bad to wear then, it was horriWe. But when you are seven
years old you also loved it for
11 made you look like a witch.
And what seven-year-old doesn't
Ilk, to look both funny and
Mary?"
i.e
IN THE QUARTER of century that has passed since her
debut, Catertna has established
herself as an internationally
A dancer, singer end guitarist, lovely Catarina lifedente is
famed star on a number of conone of the popular stars on ClIaIV's "The frittirtainers."
tinents and in hundreds of
cities, in films, on stage, TV In Lugano about 10 months out ly came ,to the attention of
of the year. Married to Eric Americans fir1954 through her
and radio.
In addition. some 24 million Von Aro, a former Juggler record, "Malaguena," which was
copies of her record albums, whom she met in 1950 while ap- sung In German and became an
sung in English, French, Dutch, peering on a bill in Hamburg, international hit. This brought
Italian, German. Spanish, Portu- Germany, she added that she an offer to go on TV on "The
guese, Greek, Swedish, Japan- particularly Tillages her six-year- Colgate Comedy Hour" with
Gordon MacRae. "I flew to the
ese, Flemish and Hebrew. have sad Amok Eric Jr.
Soi just received his first baby U.S., sang the song on the show,
been sold.
Her versaUlity with lan- tooth from our housekeeper," and flew back immediately to
guages she dismisses lightly. she said. "It is at times like an engagement in Europe," she
"I've had no formal training." this particularly that I wish I related.
In the years following, Cateshe said. "But !when you have were home with my family."
A trouper since she has been rine has been here on "The Perperformed around the world,
you learn these things. Most a tot, Caterina accepts such dis- ry Como Show," "The Garry
European children who travel a appointments as part of her Moore Show," "The Ed Sullivan
lot pick up a number of lan- profession. The daughter of Show," "The Hollywood Palguages. I make en effort to Maria Valente, a famed Euro- ace," and is currently appearing
speak the language of the land pean comedienne who played weekly on "The Entertainers."
Despite the success she has
In which I an, working. I con- the Palace in New York in 1928,
centrate on it so that I can get she broke into show business attained In her profession,
Caterina is still one of the hardwhen she was just five.
;long well in it idornatically."
made my first appearance est working performers in the
Since she has. been working
In the 77.S. rerilarly for the In Stuttgart with my mother variety field. "One thing I've
hist souple f months, fterizaa Just for fun," she explained, learned," she said earnestly, "is
has been "pendin& a good bit of "The audience liked it and that that there is never a time in
her time perfecting her English. was it. I was the youngest and which you can say you have
''I don't and It difficult," she loudest in the family. My two made R.
"Vou have to keep working
said. 'since 1 liks the language. brothers and sisters joined the
I have a hugs F..nglisii library act after they had finished their to learn new things-to stay on
at home in Switzerland and schooling. Since then my sister top. In fact, you have to work
lot has retired but my brothers are twice as hard as when you
when I am then 'spend
still in show business. One is an started out.. Bit I wouldn't
of time reading tr English.'
Unfoi t 1. nate ly, Caterina entertainer like me and the 0th- change it for anything in the
I world. It is • wonderful and
.pointed out. her -nazi), commit- er has his own band."
The petite performer original- exciting job."
ment , keep he( tram Set bane

New Concord Road
Phone 753-1323

Christmas
SPECIAL
TWO

Girrs

IN ONE!

This Beautiful 19"

PORTABLE TV

FULL YEAR
GUARANTEE
,.....,„
(liar r
1 4

$159.95
Deluxefee:tures
at a yahoo *feel

$19.95

Distributed by King Features Syndicate

VALUE RATED

,64 OLDS 98

'61 CHEVY

Town Sedan. Double power and air, company deactual
monstrator.
705.
miles. New car with a used car price tag!
964

OLDS 98
Holiday Sedan Full power & air. 17.000 actual
miles. One owner local car
clean as new

'63 CADILLAC
4-Dr. Hardtop Full power & air One miner car.
23,000 actual miles He's a
big daddy'

'62 PONTIAC
Grand Prix. Double power. one miner Tennessee
car Sharp as a brier.

'63 FORD

Bel ta 4-Door Sedan. 6
cvl . standard trans. Slick
a whistle

as

'60 CHEVY
Bise.ayne 2-Dr. Sedan. 6cvl standard trans It s a
Jim Dandy

'59 OLDS 88
4-Dr. Hardtop Local car
Slick aa a mole.

'60 CADILLAC
Sedan DeVille fall power. [actors air She's black
as a crow and sharp as a
brier.

'59 OLDS 88

FaIrlane 5110 4-Dr. Sedan.
25.000 actual miles. Its a
little honey!

4-lit. Sedan. Double power, local car. Priced to
sell

FINE
USED
CARS
'58 OLDS 88
4-Dr. Sedan. Double power one owner local car.
Clean as a new broom.

TABLE fablO

'59 CHEVY.
Bel AN 4-Dr. Sedan. Pow erCilide She's a trifle
rough, but has a low price
tag

'58 OLDS 98
4-Dr Sedan. Double power and air Local car. It's
a -preacher's special.

'56 CHEVY
Constable. Sharp' Sharp!
Sharp!

'55 CHEVY
Bel Air 4-Dr, Sedag. Just
os eeha tiled First! class
transportation,

'57 DESOTO 2-Door Hardtop,..,. 8124.95
'55 DODGGE 2-Door Hardtop

$124.95

'53 BUICK 2-Door Hardtop

$149.95

REMEMBER OUR ONE-STOP SERVICE! Service Department, Front End Alignment,
Body Shop . . . All Your Automotive Needs.

SANDERS-PURDOM MOTOR SALES
- See A. ('. SANDERS or WELLS PURDOW, JR. 1406 Main Street
l'hone 733-5315

$18.95
BECAUSE:
* We build our own
ture tubes that carry a
Two- Y ear Warranty!
* Our overhead is smaller.
FOLKS, remeber us when you
are in need of Antenna Supplies!
Special on Towers!

5199.95

'58 F.DSEL 2-Door Hardtop
Its a Goldwater Special. gone but not
5124.9a
forgotten.

with FREE STAND

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY

* SKID ROW SPECIALS *
'58 DESOTO 4-Door Sedan
Double poser and air

MOTOROLA

T.V.
Service
Center
312 North 4th Street
Phone 753-5865

*
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,MANCIL VINSON ...
(Continued From Page 1)

dern Beau
Brummels

Michaels Stern & CO.

A GLEN PLAID coat is teamed with trousers in the solid
ground color of the jackeL The belt la of the plaid.

MGH-..1-112: tailoring is sppr.nt in
this suit with cuffed sleeves and ode vents.

• BLACK AND WHITE checked wool is
used for an overcoat With velours facing.

Sy SUSAN BARDEN
CLOTIIES-consciousness is
advancing rapidly a in on g
American male s. So the
gentlemen of today may well
become Twentieth Century
Beau Brununels.
To0 Causes
Designers a menswear attribute this renaissance of interest in good grooming to
two factors.
One is the tactful prodding
of the little woman. The other

is the use of lightweight fabrics and modErn tailoring techniques which result in looser,
more comfortable suit; topcoats and sportswear.
The three styles pictured
are examples of this new, easy,
slim look.
The suit is for odic* and informal after-five, the jacket
and slacks for casual and the
topper for daytime in city or
suburbs.

he said "this is the time for you
to think ahead on outdoor recreational enterprizes." and sold that
c000reoton amine all groups Was
necessary if the full opportunities
were to be realised.
Croatinuing on the theme of community Cooperation, he sail "I believe it is more important today
than ever, for the age of technology.
even though it has brought us many
blessings. has in many inetanres
rst?‘erl vlrlous groups to ease their
appreciation for cooperation. This
leek of unity is in evidence in too
many of our communities."
-This is a highly competitive era,"
Vinson added. -and merely bong
satisfied v,.:h shat we have can
:erd to comploonzo a donee faced
by many communities Such a sitaletoon cannot exist if our people
are to realise the potential offered by our ratural resources. particular in the field of outdoor recreation." he continued.
The rse'etenit conmisesioner praised Dr. Riiph Woods and thr faeulty
of Mu- -ay State College for the
work they have done to develop resources in that area He lauded A
Carmon former head of the Department for the foundation he
laid He said he would like to see
the college continue to work closely
with TVA in establishing certain
new educational activities to "train
more of our boys and atria for a
profitable profes-ton in outdoor recreation and park development"
yesOnly sliest for the meeting
terday a tLs Ed Long of the Farwas
mer's Bank of Princeton, who
the gum( of Harvey Ellie
GranRotary District Governor
be the gusts of the
ville Clark
he atclub next Thursday when
r:ct
rivhere
es rrbot s for the a nn I 131.st
oovf

DR. J. B. DOVER .
#,
faantinued From Page 11

Three Slightly Hurt
As Train Derailed

Garden ...

QUAUTY
•

MOBILE
1 MAID'
AUTOMATIC
DISHWASHER

only
$99.95

Deur%

NoW VOE KNOW

R• Lofted Press International
The center of population of conMoo-saes r ere Mrs James Ham- toenti: United Stiles has moved
- 4 rain- 'onrature caziCes v
• VA! INVITA Oa
t.: In CrT- ilton. Mrs Fred Gingles. Mrs Brad ono:lent ly west ward since the
srostened tree-•:e toe:armed •arder a , eel gJialtes or or/w: poe of glees burn Hile. Mrs. B C Hams. Mrs
randation of the republic and alto Ctecaro pa- voo tight hate+
./lielLortrine VIP
r.a7net Hendon. and Mrs. V. E
rat exactly along the 39th parertiger trod: nceetheaet of beer re.W.:stisor.
AlieL according to the Department
Mr Oxeyes variOr. of tiesture•
dag. dem:tont par of it into a
.,f 01311111Merte
A
Mrs Jack Kennedy president of
eereeen creak Fir,: tenor-. sold :ent ore:in:Coy to h s sort
three peovine acre alli-red
:Ante wee of curved bark from a he Murray Women/. Club assisted ;
The Georra hathirs:i Per": said were of much lumber ass ool aS loth ths memo The serving table
the las treetle gave wits .trtler the 1 background for a Ottunne of 8! was. eert•red w.:h a red cloth with
-a exh'of •the
Francui•• Candles and greens corn- a Let over cloth Snare canclitbra
Th pa•roi mud 10 cars let 'he pie<I.," #1%_. arrar.getren• ft,veral a. ti a =nature Chroantas tree
tracks tor other reparte said (only isoci a of cetralriar 'Shirt a e-e used flocked white and trimmed with
Base deco:et, Two do see mute *l- 'ere from the Macy Biker Cer- 0..!brate tzr,ls Nr.ri a tiny bird nest
ei Wert operted to hare derailee amic rho* in Provideoze One of centt rd the table with punch bowls
Tric 4-.Antar C-...ss Line Railroad la most beautiful ails a wood a: @eller end
I
u toned cesrpoie owed a z•h a large
I- 1 *leo aetabenere happened abot
lhe clobhotioe is Attain a lovely
to-. the smill sieela Cie-ye- ye. ow c oldie 1,111e,turreted soli
:. .
a ceiling
.. .. Wakicoorteo ay te '4( :retie pernaueio grapes and sal- Chnomas picture with
l p... • a.
hoh tree in one corner of the room
.with cOtter
•-•..oh.d
t:els
I rn es o o heart of here
shoe deftwood arrangement
The !:-.,..71. the seminar •de.:: • Mrs James Garr.eon. Girden and a atoll
clusters of red. green.
huno
Jecksonvoa at 7'50 a in arid ass
Clott chairman se:COMel The group and
taps.. on telt mantle
.
ee
Smootna
46
a
10
at
In
Chosen
'due
the natto.to oiet* to
dos A ratiosad spokesman mud •hr
from
paseeroors
:rad: a di.: e•rerinc
, Miami eted Tampa writ, hid boarded at Jot mit Ulf
.1 J Peacock superintendent of
tlarapottiaton for, to .VI. at Jecksoc.iine exit the dere:led ears sere
Mal. expose end toteatte ear.
H. '.1 •.wo women potAsensers
1
. and a e,,,., emit a ere reported tc
i base slieht -Loper...”. --Ide'y Were _
t:..• • • '. A ncspital at DOUgLia. 0.
'', • .:...n II, aim eel to :he
D lake. Tifton Arai
oral eitertai
.::
— 1151 DAV r mire vcr
-..!ILE 114 ,-- .The fits-doe
Menlo:iv writher °taloa Rie. no
day t leStigh' Wednesday ha, the
U 1 •"it.int r Bore pi Charles P. Taft
Walter S. Mack
Governor &myna
. Teno..4 are.. wti; aver.ette near
Elmer Andersen
tonne east and up le it degrees
by
's former governor, Elmer Andersen, has been named
beleni :.• ono: ae.e with only-.MITIOr
NEW GOP COUNCIL — Minnesota
present the council's antiV.e wooly organized Council of Republican Organizations to
Denver. Colo., Dec. 4-5. Ha
doldrums views to the Republican Governors Conference In
nigh* for the period are
chairman. Mem•
by Gov. Robert Smylie of Idaho, conference
so
do
to
Invited
Ken-XI.
been
to
has
a
lows
..1
rmal
el
44 to
S. Mack, who heseed
whose son is rebuilding the party, include Walter
council,
the
of
tore
IS
,.
•1
'. -Atity ni,
rui Ch•rles P Ta't o
Johnson
toe Committee of Republicans arid Independents for
Prep; a• et. wt.; to•al nn.-h.lf
the Cnmmotee to ft•l000r, •Ato •-• •
heeded
tem
•ri
up
ono
11-S!
a
i,
to er •7.'
or
'Jane. ,..4 " •seraranit it., rain
seoeo.,,o, .i.a7t i rl•-.3 thttnienttaal•
nif again
era .71,(1 !h. weekend
- 'ode, of the Week. .
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MOOS

program
Rarodale
(Korman who ii.troduced Mr Dixon

Mt,

C.:tntinued From Pose 11

1
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MODEL SP-09

BILBREY'S
liiii -.1r#4

THIS Biota' bust of aimssinated President Kennedy
the
Is a new addition to
Cabinet Room in the White
House. L.ater It will be
transferred to the Kennedy
Memorial Library in Boston.

Kentucky Chtropra.-m-s Association
In other awards C C Thomas
of Hazel route one was preeentei
the camp's annual -Mr Woodman"
award as the one member of the
camp who beet typifies the ideal
Woodman A token gift was given to
Mrs Thomas by the society The
presentations were made by District
Mgr James Parker
.7
Others installed to their ne•s. ofWaylon
Director
National
fices by
Rayburn were Past Consul Commander. Bill Fortes. Advisory Letoenant. James }Demon. Banker. C
C Thomas. F.C#•r• Gerald Paschall
Watchman Jo. Joinston Trreee
Deroy Provine. snd Sentry, J B
Dover
Other 'pedal atio•sts of the Hazel
• Six B Hurt who
Woodmen
odizenahip plaque,
presented
and Mrs Hart Mrs Wayion Rayburn. Mrs. JUMP.. Parker. and Head
Banker Glenn Wooden and Mrs
•
Wooden.
X-RAY TO alOtaal
An
CAPE KENNEDY Fla le
x-rat system teat Al•C% through materiels to spot defects in workmanship is now helping m the project
to put men on the moon The system manufactured trePtrker X-Ray
Corp. was installed at Cape Kennedy shortly before the recent fine
successful moon shot Its penetrating rays can uncover a misplaced
00006-inch wire or an unwanted
solder pellet 0.003-indt in ammeter

*C.

•

Orenavialt. 24, and wile Diane
HAPPY OVER QUADS—Arlin
ts in Portland,
Marie, 19, look happy over their quadruple
from 2 lbs., fitis
Ore. The quads, all girls. cringed In kve;gtit
inute inteivals.
oz., to 3 lbs.. 2 oz., and acre born at two-m

MURRAY LOAN CO,
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
Phole 7S3-Vi21
UWE W-fiK•7-117":":r""

506 W. Main Stray(

1)32c1
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ou\k
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"S\T6kia-C6:40A
keilT

The New Polaroid Color Pack Came;a

11
.44-*

It's the Most Advanced Camera
private school in
arefoot by. and girls from the Hong Lac
A TALE OUT OF SCHOOL—B
goveratoont.
against
rioting
stop
to
police
by
used
Saigon run from a burst of tear gas
_

;11
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AT THE MOVIE!

NOTICE
LUTHER DOWNS is back again
selling Ford Tractors for ailingt..n
Forsto Trxtcr Company. Call him
at 753-2532 for your tractor and
1TNC
equipment necds.
CEMETERIES: Beautiful Murray
Memeirlal Gardens with perpetual
care. For information call 753-2654.
D-9-C

414Ale diellent seimine you
I on your aradii wird
deown4.
H-17V

F •R

•

*OLP WAN-7:r
STEAM FINISHER - Experience

Boone
NOTCH Silva, regiaterod
I ROLLS 59e Xmas wnewlng parer preferred, not required, D-5-C
ryatins, 'Muni lug wadi&
Square.
ail for 99. Salvage Stare. D-5-C Cleaners. Court
dad and
oh {sant, balmfo
exretrieve,. MAIM anage, has bed
200 or more birds Idiled over hilM,
PIANOS, Baldisrlle Organs, Guitrial, $200. Greene 0. Wilison, 763- tars,
Amplifier", Mallylrfax Ster12-4-6C
536
Band Instru,

eo's TV's,

music store,
SETS genuine china dishes. Re- ments, your c
Paris,
ar $29.88, Now $19.95. Selvage acroas front the poet office,
D-6-C• Tenn. Togn Loner& Piano Cornre

perry.
/OT ALUMINUM Xmas trees.
liar $19.95, Our Price $7.66.
D-6-CJ
we Store.
-7-ALL $1.00 ton,"Et
vage Store.

MEN OR WOMEN-Branch
pending part time managers, who
need $20.00 to $80.00 weekly. No
investment. Call from 3 to 7 p. m.
D-7-C
Paducah 442-5086.

FOR

RENT

MOBILE

MAW War WANTED

son. Typing, knowledge of bookkeeping required. Eihorthand helpful. Write P. 0. Box 32A, Murray,
backKy.,. *yips educational
ground, employment history, mantial Matte, and hours available
D-4-C
per week.

Green ((Acres Tialler Sales
Highway 51 By-pass
Union City, Tennessee
12' wide as low sa..aa eise,
$3995
Special

FOUR -ROOM unfurnished upstairs
apartment. Adults only. Phone 753D-7-C
1727.

SS' x 10'. new early American
Schuh, $4195
One lucky home owner will
receive a

money in the Cadilac Hotel,
Mit ml Beach. Florida
Finest in Mobile Homes
Ri..ha.rdson-Windsor-TitanChampion-New Moon-Frontier Don-A-Bell and Dayton Travel
•Traders
Early American, French Provincial and Modern furniture
We deliver and set-up, up to
100 miles
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4% Se, 4th Street
ALL EGGS Iv.'SHED, CANDLED AND GRADED
ACCORDING TO U.S.D.A. STANDARD
D4c

4
by

PEANUTS a

UNDERSOLD
10. ide

'h.Vssis

on Sherwood

HOW RLIMIUATA15!

2-Bedroom

$2,995.00
.‘T

St. Clair
Mobil.- Honied
Padur th Kentucky
••••••

2 Location'

DAN 1,61-66--

Clarks Bayer
Phone 443
Kinkleirllle Road

11....••
A FR/Ele On HIS... A
BOY NAMED POTTER
TOLD HiPA ME SAW
THE LIST- AND
TED'S NAME IS

Phone 442-8170
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cd
ass..etance in the
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AN' SLATS

E'PrACTLY HOW DO ICJ PLAN TO
CAPTURE FINGERS FARNSWCRTH,
GENTLEMEN
f
'y

wELLI cuESS
Gar r FACE THE
(94UODER) MOS
ALONE, EH, ACES
HIGH ?

THE BRIST THING WE
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Green Acres Trailer Salts
Highway SI By-pass
Union City, Tennessee
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3-day Paid Vacation
for two plus tro(' expense

BY JOHN CREASEY

"Watch the police for the
thronged and Use orchestra was
CHAPTER 29
by tum- first yawns."
ICSIARD Rollison went Into playing. The Devil was doorway
"Yawns," said Latimer,
in the
the room which nad been self. standing
the anterooms when frowning.
turned into an office for the of one of
'And keep near the door.'
• plump clown passed him.
business of the /fat hasmie.
"What is all this?"
-Well dreamed, Poincet," whiswomed
middle-ag
revisited
An
Rollison laughed and as the
pered Map/Mao. The plump
an. eaguisitely dream, woo
threaded his way
mimed•step, then turned dance ended
clown
a
with
dealt
the
at
standing
through the crowd. Joan of
the man in reo
toward@
hands.
her
be
cheeks
of
bundle
rascally lookyou, my friend? One Arc was with a
Ohs bad a domed loot as ens It isyou makes me more ner- ing Robespierre. whose dark
glanced at 1343111/011 ahd balk- /oak at
eyes tied a familiar frankness.
vous than I am."
oned to him.
Rothman bowed low. 'Madame,
?"
nterveus
"I can hardly believe it," sbe
tt could may I nave the pleasure?"
succeed,
could
'It
stabbed a finger at a abset at
"Must I always dance with
MIL Have you seen the jewels!
paper on the de& covered with
to bring the Devil?"
are
they
foots
What
figures. "Regard tbat. Mr. Ro111"You've flirted with him often
them! There is a treasure
son. The total already recedved
enough." said Rollison. He cartonight."
here
house
is twenty-five million trams. It
away as the next dance
"You'll catch your treasure ried her
is miraculous! The poor of
came, an old-faahlonel waltz;
hunters."
Paris will owe you an everlastballroom became a whirling
-It I do riot, I shall know the
beauty.
ing debt."
said Poineet panorama of color and
come,"
to
Where
"Owe me?" Rollialon looked
-There will be an interval,"
Madame Thyaram I
.
meaningly
startled. "I've bad the fun, you
said. ''l would like the
underetand, will be here as Rolluion
and the committee have dime
first dance after that with you.
Arc.of
J01,33
the work. 1 bate to say It, but
We shall talk of the Devil and
"A nice touch."
I you are to be ready in time
his disciples and you shall tell
eignon here?"
de
"Is
think of
a come and see the great diDon't forget to me exactly what you
ably
-Prob
will perhaps nand
you'll have to hurry."
sure all the clowns nave me, and -1
make
all the evidence I have
-I Use to make up the total."
their refreshment. If de Vignon to you
Odette."
sne said, and took Rolluson's
against
his
has
he
himself,
WW1 here
arm "Tbe good Lord will thank
Her hand tightened on his.
spies." Rollison moved away totrue""
you...
wards • shepherdess'who stood "Is that
Ftollison looked embarrassed.
"You have only to dance with
by herself, her prey mask
the
from
back
when tie came
me again to find out."
turned towards him
,door after seeing ber out be
They finished dancing and he
you dance kith the
"Will
went to the desk and sUldied Devil 7" be murmured
took her back to her rascal,
fresh -faced man who
the figures There was a mark
She turned and her laughing the young.
against those whom de Varner' eyes were close to his "Have had taken him to the house tn
had named, these were the you nnished with the dangerous the country He bowed low and
turned away, then walked to' rally wealth) Each was mar- clown wards the main entrance. He
'riled; men man's- wife that
us?"
"Dangero
saw the plump Paps Poincet
• light would be weighed down
"That is Papa Poincet."
his neck and forehead
'‘..ith jewels
"1-le will soon be asleep," said wiping
There was a knock at the Rollison Jolly. wearing only an and caught a glimpse of Yvonne
'outer door and he strolled into eye mask, was . nearby, and watching him. He ignored Pointhe math room to open it. There Williston caught his eye and cet and went to the girl.
"Why did you come out
stood his man jolly.
nodded.
asked.
"Come in, Jolly '' Rolluson
Yvonne danced well, seemed here?" she
let
"I must have drunk out of
gripped his hand -1 couldn't
to give iserself completely to
He
bottle. I was beginyou mires the big moment."
the gaiety.. Any doubts of the the wrong
drew his man farther Into the success' of the ball had gone ning to feel sleepy,'
"If the police drank out of
room "How are you?"
The vast ballroom was thronged,
"Mademoiselle Odette Is very the great chandeliers scintil- the wrong bottles
minRollison said: "Look at Papa
well. air." said Jolly
lated. and the jewels, on broad
( hievoasly
and round, slim or Poincet."
bosoms
The plump clown was smoth"So she should be. after five scraggy necks/ on the wrists
yawn behind a pink
weeks under your Influence."
the hair of the women, ering a
In
and
"1 don't want to hurry you. gave a kind of shimmering hand. Rollison took Yvonne's
arm and led her through the
-.Ir." said Jolly, "but if 'Vol) are brightness
here and there a
to be ready in good time you
Rollison bet Yvonne Twice he ballroom,
should start dressing I left your saw de liarnon, unmistakable clown was yawning. Two turned
costume With the valet and it to anyone who knew him, also abruptly and went into one of
. should be along very loon."
dressed in the shirnmering red the anterooms
Yvonne said In a tense voice:
An 10011r arid • half later, of the Devil. Rollison stiffened
succeed."
Rollison stood in front of a full- the third time he saw him He "It will
"Half an hour from now there
length mirror and surveyed his was dancing Milli Joan of Arc.
s single 'ewei left
reflection. The mask. specially
Rollison watched them for a need not be
Everything's
room
the
made in London, was cunningly while. De Vignon was laughing In
contrived; Mephisto to the life. The dance was a waltz, and ready?"
are here, mingling
"Our men'
The red body of the costume they danced together superbly
had a dull, mottled finish, giv- as if they had often danced to- with the guests."
the an impression of smoulder- gether. Then his attention was
He left her and knew that
ing heat.
distracted.
she was watching him narrowly.
yourself,"
"Madame Thysann 7" asked He saw de Vigrion dancing.
be late
"Don't
laughing and gay. Latimer was
Rollison told Jolly. "I'll point Jolly.
"Joan of Arc"
near the door looking at the
nut Yvonne Blanc as soon art
"Thank you, sir. The police yawning clowns: his mask did
can, and you're to watch her
closely. If Madame Thysaon have had their refreshment, in not hide his frown.
turns up, I'll point her out, too. two relays.Boon, quite suddenly and loud
"Good. The fun starts In an above the music, came the roar
All clear?"
"Perfectly clear, sir," said hour."
of a shot.
Jolly moved away and Peter
Jolly.
• • •
Latimer took his place.
"Rollison'. vision Was
-1 wasn't sure you were here
T times there seemed to be
Mit one, thing
blurred,
haven't
You
Jolly.
saw
I
until
othmore clowns than any
RivIere here, out Stadium. Th,a.wm it fill a
er disguises arriving at the bell; brought Odette
tie pissmall, !smoking snit
every clown was from the Police have you?"
" The
tol in her hand.
yet!"
not,
have
al
I iepnrtment
"When does the fim start?" story conclude, tomorron.
Already the ballroom was
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BIGGEST SALE NOW
Going on at

BUILDING for small business. Location at 104 N 13th. Phone 7531465 or 753-3881.,or see Earl NanD-5-C
ney

11- Baseball

laSIAND,44
. .11 HEAD

Uti bii1C

Answer to Vilisterday'• Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

CALLING for representatWANTED TO BUY
TOP GRADE gasoline at low AV9N
-alive in vicinity of Almo
prices We guarantee 94 octane re- ives Who
by
created
demand
the
GAUGE shotgun. Phone 75320
meet
to
100
and
gallon
per
30.9
at
gular
D-7-C
advertising. Call or write 5772.
octane premium at 33.9 per gal- T. V.
P. 0. Box 1004,
Catlett,
Aima
Miss
at
boys
the
and
13.
len Let Monk
D-4-C SEVERAL copies of November
Kentucky.
J & S Oil on 12th Street give you Paducah,

I

or the highMOUNTAIN NAMED APBS LATE MIEDDINT--One
has been
est unnamed mountain peaks in Canada (above)
Kennedy, Prune
named after the late President John F.
in
Minister Pearson announced In the House of Commons
Yukon TerOttawa, Ont. The peak towers above Use rugged
from Alaska.
ritory in Canada's far north, only 15 miles

THE BEST in used trailers in this
area. 8' and 10' wide. 8' x 36',
1957 model $1.395. 46' x 10' wide,
1959 model $2,395. Many others to
Ichouse from. Matthews Mobile
Homes, Highway 45 North, MayJ-7-C
field, Phone 247-9066.

TWO-BEDROOM house about 1
miles out. $35.00 per month. Call:
Insurance and Real
Galloway
D-4-C
Estate Agency, 753-5842.

LISTEN TO THE music of the 4C'
Cees for BIllingten-Forsee Ti actor
Company on Radio S.s.isen WNBS
part time baby sitting
Saturday morning, December 5. WILL DO
ITC
753-3287.
Call
sewing.
Cr
1TC
11:45 a. m.

HOMLS

H-17V

TION Soeretarial-Bookget Me. Sel- COMBINApasition vrith local firm
Albegikm
21-5.0 for efficient, weil-qualified per-

THIS WER16111/D Specials - Banana Nut Cake $1.00; Brownies
50c dozen; Buitertlake Rolls 30t
'azen. Place your orders soon for
ioüday cookies and cakes. Outland Bakery, Notatrede Shopping
1TC
Ostsitst

1

CAPITOL-Tonite and SaturdayTAMAHINE, Nancy Kwan, Technicolc r; pus NIGHT MUST FALL,
NOT RESPONSIBLE for debts Albeit Finney. Starts Sunday n
other than rm., own after December FAIL SAFE, Henry Fonda, Do
D-5-C
4, 1964. William T. Outland, D-10-C O'Herlihy.

h 1964 Ledger & Times newspapers.
'Please bring to the Ledger 8z Times
Office.

P

MURRAY DRIVE-IN THEATRETonite thru Saturday-HE RIDES
TALL, Dan Duryea; plus THE
RAIDERS, Robert Culp, Technicolor. Starts Sunday"- BLOOD ON
ARROW, Dale Robertson,
THE
Martha Hyer; plus NEVER PUT
IT IN WRITING, Pat Boone.

I'M AFRA,D
SO, SHERIFF
GROGGINS
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Kertooky, be rezoned from
Notiee is hereby riven by the
r P--Jnnirg Ccownission for 7 - Oticntirl R-2 Medium Density
to 'B-2 Genera: Business
City of Murray. Kentucky. will
•
.tot
—'
blic hearing at the'City
KenIr. CaIleway County.
Sccinning at L.point on-the pre.7ky, at 7.30 p. M. on November •e..1 11-2 District 'One ard the
1964.
•-c.•ofloco ocrrer of Roy- Gordon
nert b;Irg ?05 feet west
The ourpcse01 tne meeting is
tcr Ifee a'North 10th.
'rex
"1:'
on
hearing
a
pvia!ic
ai
dect
t•or; 'hence ncith 544 feot to
za-ing certain areas in the City
with North lith
t!:.v Ir.erttoty:
Porn., wt-; 50, feet to a
I re . yrs tit•.t the following
tksosco roafh "P":01
Ob_d aro:. •r. ;ht City of !Nur-

North 16th Street to the present
City Limits; thence west with tbe
Present City to a point on the north
right-of-way of Kentucky Highway No. 121: thence southwest
with the right-of-Way of Kentucky
1-1101way No T21 to a point 112_5
feet at 90 degrees east of North
ther.ce south 165 feet
to a point south of the south right'f-way on Kentucky Highway No.
121; thence cast 37.5 feet to a
point; thence south 75 feet to a
*.Soro'e east 75 feet to a

rerrell

!

CrItiinance are considered by the
Murray Planning Commission for
Ke.nooky, :As
--i...Q.:•• • Nial..
Pitt of the general plan fcr the
.. i _lc: t of the city of Muroy Kentucky, and this public
o, rg is being conducted as pro:iti.....1 in Kentucky Revised Stat'..:S. StUti011 KRS. 100.670.
Map tf the areas to be rezoned
oy- be exanined at the office at
he City Clerk at Murray, Kento
: tiky,`at the City Hail, prior
Obe pub'k• hearirg. All interested
patties are invitt d ti, attend this
public hearing.

TIRE
1
TIRE SIZES
EXAMPLE 750 x 15 2 eLy
NAMEITA-17
SIMeall TO Sarfaau

•••111.11..

.
point; thence south perrell with the beginning point.
2. Resolved, that the following
North 18th. Street to a point 135
of blurfeet north of the north right-of- described area in the City
from
way on Dodson Avenue; thence qty, Kentucky be rezoned
Density
ast parrell with Dodsen Avenue ScOdential 11-2 NIediurn
Di -trict to B-2 General Business
ti a noirt 80 feet west of the pre;ent B-2 District; thence south to District.
Beginning at a point on the prepoitit cn the north right-of-way
west
..1 Dodson Avenue; thence east sent B-2 District line 350 feet
-way on South ,
with Drebon Avenue to the pre- 1 of the west right-of
Glendale Road;
sent B-2 District; thence north,'12th. Street and
feet to a point on
orthwcsi ca t. stioheast, east, i thence west 100
line; thence
south, and southeast !the pre,ent B-2 District
feet to a point;
287.15
Isouth
tc
8-2
D:striet
present
the
thence easit 100 feet to the preo..; (5-2 District line; thence north
iot line toI
!,ist.:_rnc
c-iint,t,D
p:
,ing.t, t,B
i,n,sr
pri
iwhietIabe2
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Murray Kenning Commission

T.Wutray. Kentucky.
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp
Commission Chairman
I. H. Key
Consuassion Secretary

4
BIG BLOWUP—Thla rubble la about all that's left of that doesseisim apartment building
In Kansas City, Mo., alter aa explosion. Firemen think a gas leak was the cause.
ITC

•FOLL011 REGULAR PATTER%
-ROTATE EVERY 5000 MILES
-CIAECK FOR UNUSUAL REAR

MALAYSIAN RIVER PATROL—With weapons at the ready.
royal Malay troops ride a flat boat as they patrol • rivet
In Saraoak, Malaysia. Patrols are constantly on the alert
for possible Indonesian Infiltration.

THOSE
DODGE BOY DOCTORS
HAVE
A SURE-CURE
FOR NEW CAR-I-TIS

Civitimptu GwthylAki
Send Your Friends A Card
That Is Also A "Gift"
ItJ

By JOAN (13111.UVM1
v•iik..N you re shopping for
Chnamnas cards don't
gimmicky greeting,
that serve as small -gifts- for
people you want to remember
in en extra -special way
In this category. reports
The Greeting Card Association. are any number of cards
deegned to Nerve as Christmas
decorations --- this year. next
year and the year after, too.

•
,
METALIZED !SARAN tc,C.e. It IK a frren1O. too
ornaments
With, Christmas ,ard, clesirned to be used as

To Haag Oa The Tree
A red card, for example,
shaped like a tree ornament,
turns out to be just that. It
opens into a three-IMenatorial
Christman ball complete with
a gold ribbon that can be used
to hang it on the tree.
There are countless other
card ornaments and there are
also cards that make stand-up
decorations to top a table
with a KAI,' holiday touch.
•
For Baby
One for Baby's First Christman shows a ;olly Santa with
folded arms that open to reveal a holiday message in
rhyme. The card has an easel
back so Santa ran take a tand
with other decorations
the:. re cut
Cut-out rards
in such shape, as an4ei,
rd Chri,tmas trees -COMA- in
,hree se, tions that join t,.grther. Ma it Irg yityr motional

stand-up deeorations.
,Book cards are delightful—
especially for children
One gay greeting offers
youngsters an amusingly Ulustrated version of -The
Night Before Christmas" Another tells The Story of the
Sugar Plum Fairy".

•
gib

Lot ely Creche
A most attractive greeting.
which gives the Christmas
story according to Scripture,
I, a pop-up card that opens
to reveal a crt•cht lovely
enough to set under the tree.
Some cards are toys.
In this category, a greeting
for junior cowboys contains
all the makings of a real
western wallet. A card for
girls offers a Christmas paper
doll with a chic winter wardrobe of clothes.

•

Useful "Gifts"
For adults, "gift" greetings
include a number of useful
and decorative %es calendars.
There Are also several cards
that feature bookmarks
These novel designs are
the greatest, because they're
just perfect to send to people
you're extra fond of They're
stand-outs that rate special
notice even in the great flood
of mall that crowds every box
during the holiday season.

Test-drive the 1965 Dodge today!
Now available for immediate delivery

STMAS, A REAIJ.IXf.
FOB. YOUR. CHF!.

11::::41-11ITTA:=7
\
,

4

FOIL YOU e!,
YAI(E

C'mon in. Take your choice
from a complete Stock of new
1965 Dodges and live the
good life. Discover what
fun it is to own...drive...
-enjoy the hottest car
.. .on the road--DODGE!

FOR A
PAINLESS DEAL

ON A GREAT NEW
CAR. SEE
THE DODGE BOYS

TAYLOR MOTORS Inc.
gs'
I %RD for cowboys includes riot only th. makinbut a Sheriff's Identification Card ard a LA,

•

greeting that's also a record
%EX% 111.5 I;F. Si irs; vii!enjoy
r. a rit, up Baby's First Christmas.
to.ok in IA hich t h .••

AL

t- •

303 So. 4th St.
•

/••

Murray. Ky.

